
J(T)e Sin T=0

S0)= S(7)

It is also continuousin the interval [0, r]and

and
Moment= r x

Solved Paper 2007
also differentiable (0, T)

)= sin x

fx)=e cos x + e sin x

7-13 20

5 10 16 Now, Chhattisgarh PET=i(-208200)-j (112-100)

+k (70+65) Put x)=0 Chhattisgarh PreEngineering test4081-12j+135ki ecos x+e sin x=0

e(cosx+ sin x) =047. Let the equation of line of equal intercept is Physics
tan x =-Iytx=t

1. Dimensional formula for Eg is

(a) [M'L*A"T] (b) [ML?A ?T4

(c)[ML"A"T*] (d) [MIL'A*T-*]

5. A2 kgstone at the end of a string 1 m long is
whirled in a vertical circle at a constant speed.
The speed of the stone is 4 m/s. The tension in

ttort the string will be 52 N, when the stoneis
(a) at the top of the circle
(6) at the bottom of the círcle
(c)halfwaydown
(d) None of the above

6. Figure shows four paths for a kicked football.
gnoring the effects ofair on the flight, rank the

paths according to initial horizontal velocity
Component, highest first

3TTytrTc
4Since, this line is tangent to the ellipse

c= 3T brit

2. The velocity v(in cm/s) of a particle is given in

terms of time t (in sec) by the relation

v=at t the dimensions of a, band care

4b
e=a+b 50. Let/= zla*-x* d

Required line is y =txtya + b2

Hence, option (b) is correct.

48. A square matrix, A is called an orthogonal
matrix, if AA"=I.

49. Given,fx)=e sin x

So)=zya-
S)-ya-

Let
(a) a =[L];b =[T],.c=[LT*]

(b) a =[LT*],b=[LT].c =[L]

() a=[LT *].b=[L].c=[T]
(d) a =[L],b=[LT),c=ITI ita

3. Car A starts initially with the acceleration a

after 2s the car B stàrts with acceleration a2. If
in Sth s both car travels same distance, then the
ratio of a and a, will be
(a)5:9 (b) 5:7 (c)9:5 (d)9:7

4. The wt graph of a moving object is given in

figure. The maximum acceleration 1s

-fx)
Sa)is an odd function.
:. The value of given integral will be zero.

Now, S0)=e sin 0= 0

b) 2,3,4,1
(d) 4,3,2,1

(a) 1,2, 3,4
()3,4, 1, 2

7. A body floats in a liquid contained in a beaker.

If the whole system as shown in figure falls

freely under gravity, then the upthrust on the

body due to liquid is

80

60
.

2

40

20

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Time (sec)
- -

(a) 1 cm/s2
() 3 cm/s2

(6) 2 cm/s
(d) 6 cm/s

(a) zero

(6) equal to the weight of liquid displaced

(c) equal to the weight of the body in air

(d) None of the above
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olecules will be

molecules at 0°C?

which temperaure the velocity of
equal to the velocity ofN

at 0°C?ro rea 9ev2
13. A planet is moVing arouna the sun in an ellint:.

orbit. Its speed
(a) is the same at all points of the orbit

(b) is maximum when it is 1arthest from the Sun

(c) is maximum when it 1s nearest to the sun
(d) is maximum at the two points in which the orbit

is intersected by the line which passes throuph

the focus of the orbit and whichi
perpendicular to its major axis

14. Rohini satellite at a height of 500 km and

INSAT-B at a height of J600 km from surface

of earth, then relation between their orbital

velocity (vR V )is

(a) VrV

STwo carts of masses 200 kg and 300 kg on

horizontal rails are pushed apart. Suppose the

coetticient of friction between the carts and the (a)
40°C

6)93°C

() 39°C

) cannot be calculated

he volume of the gas containing nnumber of

*2

rails are same. If the 200 kg cart travels a

distance of 36 m and stops, then the distance

travelled by the cart weighing 300 kg 1S

0.04

/0.03 T (insec)0.01v(inmis)-2

4

(a) 25 Hz

()12.25Hz
26. The frequency of oscillation of the system

shown in the figure will be

molecules Is, then the pressure will decrease 6) 50 Hz
(d) 33.3 Hzrce of intermolecular attraction in the

proportion.

(a)n/
() (n/P)

21. Work done in converting one gram of ice at

-10°C into steam at 100°C is

(a) 3045 J
(c) 721 J

22. A Carnot engine Working between 300 K and

600 K has a work output of 800 J per cycle.

What is the amount of heat energy supplied to

the engine from source per cycle? ou
(a) 1200 J/cycle
(b) 1600 J/cycle
(c) 1400 J/cycle
(d) None of the above

(b) 24 m

(d)12m

b) n/v2ts
(d) 1/y? fe

(a) 32 m

(c) 16m (6) VR V
(d) No relation:9.The force: constant of weightlesS spring 1s

16 N/m. A body of mass 1.0 kg suspended

from it is pulled down through 5 cm and then

released. The maximum kinetic energy of the

system (spring +body)will be

(a) 2x10J
(c) 8x10J

10.A frictionless track A,B, C, D, E ends in a

2circular loop of radius R. A body slides down

thetrack from point A which is at a height h

Scm Maximum value of R for the body to

successfullycomplete the loopis

(b) 6056J y
(d) 616J15. A wire of crOsS-sectional area 3 mm is first

stretchedbetween two fixed points at a
temperature of 20°C. Determine the tension

when the temperature falls to 10°C.

Coefficient of linear expansion a = 10°C
and Y = 2x 10 N/m2.

(a) 20 N
(c) 60 N

16. If the length of a wire is reduced to half, then it

Can hold the. load
(a) half
(c) double

17. If two soap bubbles of different radii are in

communication with each other

(b) 4x10J
(d) 16x10J

(b) 30 N
(d) 120 N

a) (02 5M
3. Two large closely spaced concentric spheres

(both are black body radiators) are maintained

at temperature of 200 K and 300 K

Tespectively. The space between them is

(b) same
(d) one-fourth

2)27VM
i 2 V5Ms

27. On a smooth inclined plane, a body of mass M

is attached between two springs. The other

ends of the springs are fixed to firm supports, If

cach spring has force constant k, the period of

oscillation of the body (assuming the springs as

massless) 0e t

2R evacuated. The net rateof energy

(a) air flows from larger bubble into the smaller ransfer between the two spheres Wil De

( S.672x 10 MKS unit) Ur

(a) 368.68 W/m
(6) 3686.8 W/m
() 36.868 W/m
(d) 36868 W/m

4 Iwo identical vessels madeup o75TC o oi
aIerial are filled with same amount or i1Ce.

ne vessels the ice melts in time i1 and 2
ESpectively, then the ratio of their tneii
conductivities will be
a) 2:():

--

one

()cm (6) the size of the bubbles remains the same

(C) air flows from the smaller bubble into tne

larger one and the larger bubble grows ar

expense of the smaller one
(d) the air flows from the larger

(a) 5 cm

10
Cma 2 d) 2 cm

11. A constant torque acting on a uniform circular
wheel changes its angular momentum from Ao

to 4 Ain 4 s. The magnitude of this torque is

540

00000

18. Two capillary tubes of same diameter are pu

vertically one each in two liquids wnos

relative densities are 0.8 and 0.6 and surau

tensions are 60 and 50 dyne/cm respectivey

Ratio of heights of liquids in the two tuD

h/h is

(b) Ao

000000

4
(c) 440 (d) 1214

/2

25.The
velocity-time diagram of harmonic

(b)

12. The rotational kinetic energy of a body is KE

and its moment of inertia is . The angular
10

a)
9

3 (d) :2 Mg sin6

2kmomentum is 10 s S 9 (E

10 E0
SCllator is shown in the adjoin

(b) 2/KE/
(d) KE/I;

figure. The

(a) KEI
(c)2KE/

quency of oscillation iso 0
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They power or the lens to correct the

erson cannot yond (a) 0.133 A
C)1.2 A

50. Atomic hydrogen is excited to the nth energy
evel. The maximum number of spectral lines
which it can emit while returning to the ground
stateis

34. In two scparate scl-ups of thie Young's douhls

slit experiment frnges of cqual width

observed when lights of wavelengths in the

ratio 2 are uscd. It thhe ralio of the sli

scparation in the twO cascs is 2:1 the ratio a
the distance betwcen the plane of the slits and

the screcn in the tO set-ups is

(a)4:1 (b)1:1

35. Radius of curvature of concave mirror is 40 cm

and the size of image is twice as that of objct,
then the object distance is

(a) 60 cm (b) 20 cm (c) 40 cm (d) 30 cm

36. If an object is placed 10 cm in front of a

concave mirror of focal length 20 cm, the

image will be

(a) diminished, upright, virtual

(b) enlarged, upright, virtual

(C) diminished, inverted, real

(d) enlarged, upright, real

37. It is desired to photograph the image of an

object placed at a distance of 3 m from the

plane mirror. The camera which is at a distance

of 4.5 m from the mirror should be focused for

28. In the arrangement shown in the figure, for

vertical oscillations of the mass ni the period is

6) 0.4 A
(d) 6.6 Avision is

(a) -50D
+2Dc)

(b) -05D
(d)-2D

, . The focal length ofobjective and eye lens of
eroscope are 1.6 cm and 2.5 cm respectively.

The distance betwcen the two lenses is

21.7 cm. If the final image isformed at infinity,

then the distance between the object lens and

object is
(a) 1.80 cm

(c) 1.65 cm

43. The minimum magnitying power of a

telescope IS 9. It the IOcal length of its eye lens

is halved, the magnitying power will become

ml2

.

(a)nn-1) (b)n(n+1)(c)1:4 (d) 2:1
(c) n(n-1) (d) n(n+1)

(b) 1.70 cm
(d) 1.75 cm

S1 -particles of energy 400 keV are bombarded
on nucleus of 2Pb. In scattering of
-particles, its minimum distance form nucleus
will be(6)T=2*k

ma) T=2 +k

T kk)T
(a) 0.59 nmn

(c)5.9pm

52. If half-life of a radioactive atom is 2.3 days,

(b) 0.59 A

(d) 0.59 pmnmg

(6) 2m(a)

(c) 3m
then its decay constant would be

(c) 0.3(d) 4m
29. A string fixed at both the ends is vibrating in

two segments. The wavelength of the

coresponding wave is

(a) 1/4

(d) 2.3(b) 0.2

53. In a good conductor the energy gap between
the conduction band and the valence band is

(b) wide
(d) zero

0.1
44. The rest energy of an electron is 0.51I MeV.

TThe electron is accelerated from rest to a

velocity 0.5c. The change in its energy will be

(a) 0.026 MeV
(c) 0.079 MeV

b) /2 c)1 d) 2
(b) 0.051 MeV

(d) 0.105 MeV

a) intinite

C)Darrow30. A sitar wire vibrates with frequency 330 vib/s.

Ifits lengh is increased three times and tension

is increased four times, then the frequency of

the wire will be
(a) 330 Hz

(c) 110 Hz

31. A wire of 1 m lengh and 9x10 kg/m

density is clamped between two points. If its

Cxtension on ioading is 0s6 mm, then
frequency of small transverse vibration is

(Young's modulus = 9x 10 Nim*)

(a) 30 Hz

45, An electron beam has a kinetic energy equal to

100 eV. Find its wavelength associated with a

beam, if mass of electron = 91x 10 kg and

1 eV = l6x 10 J/eV (Planck's constant

66 10 J-s)
(a) 6.3 A
(c) 24.6 A

54. A semiconductor has an electronconcentration

densiry of 8x 10*°/cm and that of holes is

5x10 cm'. The semiconductor is

(6) p-type

(d) p-n-pype

a distance of

(b) 220 Hz
(d) 440 Hzz

(a) 3 m
(c) 6 m

(b) 4.5 m

(d) 7.5 m
(a) n-type

38. A white screen illuminated by green and red

light appears to be
(a) green (6) red

(c) intrinsi

S5. The current relanonship bervween two current

gans c andßn a transistor is
(c) yellow (d) white

(b) 3.8 A

(d) 0.12 A39. The critical angle of light passing from glass lo

(a) p=
I+a

air is minimum for

0he energy of a photon of light of wavelengn
450 nm is

a

(b) 40 Hz

(d) 60 Hz

(a) red light
(C) green light

(b) yellow light

(d) violet light (d) a=+
B

40. A ray of light is incident on a equilateral pris

Kepton a horizontal table (as shown). Which o

1ne 1olloWing statement is wrong for thhe ng
of minimum deviation'?

(a) 4.4x 10-J
)1.25x 10J

(b) 2.5x 10J
(d) 2.5x 10-J(C) S0 Hz

32. The length of asonometer wire AB is 110 cm.

Where should the rwo bridges be placed from
A to divide the wire in 3 segments whose
fundamental frequencies are in the ratio of

= 1:2:3
(a) 30 cm and 60 cm

(b) 40 cm and 80 cmn

(C) 60 cm and 90 cm

(d) 30 cm and 90 cm

33. Ifthe amplitude ratio of two sources producing

interference is 3: 5, the ratio of intensities at

maxima and minima is

56 Two bar magnets of the same mass, length and

breadth but magnetne moments 2n and m

respectively, when placed in same position,

time period is 3s. What will be the time period

when they are placed n ditferent position?

(a) 3s (6)3V3s (¢) 3s (d)6s

he wavelength of the most energeticry
1C when a metal target is bombardeu oy

00ke electrons is approximately
(a) 12 A
(e) 0.31 A

(b) 4 A

(d) 0.124 A

57, Vibration magnetometerworks on the

principle of
(a) torque acting on the bar magnet

(6) foree acting on the bar magnet

(c) Both the force and the torqueacting on the bar

magnet

ther production of characteristic &pa
le ron trunsition is
(a) n=2to n=|
(c)=3ton=1|9, Au X-ray

(b) n=3ton=2

(d) n=4to n=
(a) PQ should be parallel to the buse

(b)QR should be parallel to the buse

(c) RS should beparallel to the base

(a) Any one ofPQ und RS slhould behorizon

perates on 30 kV, What is the

(a) 25:16
(c) 16:1

(b) 5:3
(d) 25:9

u wavelength ted?

66x 10- Js, e 3x 10 nms

e Lóx 10 C)

(d) None of the above
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58. The time period of a freely suspended magnet 64. In figure, a rs b then intensity at r distana

is 2 s. If it is broken in length into two equal

parts and one part is suspended in the same

way, then its time peri0d will be eval
(a) 4S
)2s

59. Which of thefollowingcharge is not poSsible?

(a) L6x10C
(b) 4.8x10c
c) 8x10C
d)6x107"C

60. If dielectric constant of water is 81, then its

permittivity is

are given (a) 1

c) 2:1
74. A torch battery consisting of two cells of

145 V and anintemalresistance 0.15, each
cell sending currents through the filament of
Tne lamps having resistance 1.52. The valuecor
current will be

2 (b) 11
(d) 1:4

69
Two sphereot radii 4 cm an

from centre 1s 80C and 40 u C charges and both are joined

ire, then charge will tlow. "i ho
(a) 32 p C from A to B

(b) 24 C from A to B
(6) 2S tisioid
(d) 1s (c) 32 jC from B to A y, t

(d) None of the above

If initial capacitance of capacitor is C, then

final capacity of capacitor will be

(b) 1.611 A

(d) 2.6 A

75. Two wires of same material and same lengths
having crosS-sections 3: 1. If resistance of
thicker wire is 10 Q and both are joined in

(a) 16.11 A
(c) 0.1611 A

29

series then equivalent resistance is
(b)

4TE (a) 102
(c) 302

(6) 2092
(d) 402

(a) 7.2x10-10C
N-m

97
76. In the measurement of a resistance by.

Wheatstone bridge the known and the

unknown resistances are interchanged to

neutralise

(b) 886x10
(d)-4tea

65. An electron falls through 4 cm in uniform field

of 5x 10" N/C, then time required must be

(a) 2.99x 10 s

(b) 2.99x 107s

(c) 2.99x 10 s

(d) 2.99x10-0s

66. A capacitor of 6uF capacitance is charged upto

100 V. It is touched and then removed with

another uncharged capacitor of 14 u, then

ratio of charges on both and potential at 6 u

capacitor is

N

(b) (K+DCC(C)1.02x102 (a) KC
(a) end error
(6) index eTor
(C) error due to thermoelectric effect

d)randomerror

77. Equivalent resistance between A and B of

scircuit shown in figure.

N-m. )(K +) C2 (d) (K-D C

(d) None of the above

61. An electron of 100 eV energy is projected
towards large negatively charged plate having

charge density -2x 10C/m. Then, what

must be the distance of electron, so it does not

strike the plate?
(a) 0.44 mm
(b) 0.44 cm
C) 0.44 mm

(d) None of the above

71. Potential difference across capacitor, 4.5uF

capacitance is
3 uF

4.5 uF
52www-

6 u

510 10S2
12V

ww.
62. Two opposite and equal charges of 4 x 10 C

when placed 2x 10 cm away fom a dipole.

If this dipole is placed in an external electric

field 4x 10° NIC, the value of maximum

torque and the work done in rotating it through

180 will be
(a) 64x10 Nm and 64x10 J

(b) 32x10 Nm and 32x10 J

(c) 64x10 Nm and 32x10 Js peairt

(d) 32x10 Nm and 64x10 J

63. Water is a good solvent because its molecules

cdyr(a)and 50 V, (b) and 30 V V6)4V ()6 Vd)8V
52

14
for b) 352Equivalent capacitance between 4 ana b

Circuit shown in figure.
(a) 252
102(C)and 30 V (d) None of these

67. Capacity of parallel plate capacitor is 10u
When gap between plates is 8 cm, then wna

Will be its capacity if gap is reduced to 4 Cmt

(a) 10uF
(c) 20uF

78. Resistances of 2 each are connected in the

manner shown in adjoining figure. With the

urent 0.5 A as shown in figure, the potential

diffèrence Vp-Fo is

4 uF

H

Y8e 4 uF 2 uF 2F(b) 40
(d) 30uF 62 6

wwwwww

08. Capacitor of 12 pF capacitance is connected 62w0.5A 60
O battery then electrostatic potential energy

will be
4 uF P ww

a) 3 uF

4HF
73,Lengths

2 mm then ratio

(b) 2 uF

g(d) 8 pF
62Lwww

62are (a) 1.5x10
(6) 2,5x10J
(c) 3.5x 10 J

(d) 4.5x10J

wwww.
(a) neutral
(b) polar
(C) non-polar
(d) anode

eSpectivel. wo wires are 50 cm, 100 cm

Ctively and their dianeters are mn, (a) 3.5 V

(c) 3.0 V

(b)6.0 Vi
(d) 7.2V b

between their specitic

Tesistances
is
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94. If
magmeticflux linked

5t2 +3t+1á Then, induced emfin 4th sec
netic flux linked with a coil is given by

88. A andB are two çoncentric Circular conduets

of centre O and carrying currents I and
.

shown in the figure. The rati0 of their radi

1:2 and ratio of the flux densities at Odue
to A

(a) 2.2 H
(c) 1.6 H

98. L-C-R circuit V, =Vc =VR =10V if C is short
circuitedthen voltage across Lwill be
(a) 10/2 V

79. Which of the following are true when the cells

are connected in series?

(b) 0.22 H
(d) 0.16H

(6 -10V
(d)-33v(a) Current capacity decreaseS

6) Current capacity increases

C) The emf decrease

(d) The emf increases

80. 34 kcal heat is liberated when 1 g

H (ECE=1.044 x 10°) is converted into

water. Minimum voltage required for it is

(a) 0.75 V
(d) 4.5

10 V(a)

C43V
Self inductance of coil 1S Lif it is covered with

a medium or permeability 4, then self
inductance becomes

(a) L

96. A copper rod ot iength I is rotated about

end perpendicular to the uniform magnetic

field B with the constant angular velocity a
The induced emt between the two ends is

(a) Bol/2
(c) 2Bol4

97. The reactance of a coil when used in

the domestic AC power supply (220 V,

S0 cycles/s) is 502. The inductance of the coil C Fower

is nearly

and B is 1:3. The value of l,/I2 will be 6) 20/2 V
(d) 10V(c)10/2v

99. A coil of resistance R and inductanceL 1s

connected to a battery of emfE volts. The final
current in the coil is

(a)

b)L(c)aL d) L/4

2 one

(a) 0.75 V n6) 1.5,
c) 3.0 V

81. Emf of. lead accumulator after complete

charging 1s

(a) 2.0 V (b) 1.8 V (c) 1.5 V (d) 2.2 V

82. ECE is equal to that mass of substance which is

deposited on electrode in half sec by current

(a) 5 A

(c) 8A.
83. Ratio of resistance of two bulbs 40 W and

60 W connected across 220 V source is

b)

(6)
4

(b) Bol

(d) zero 100. Which quantity is increased in step down
transformer?
(a) Current

(6) 6 A1
(d) 2 A

(b)Voltage
(d) Frequency

89. Apower line carrying 10 A current from east to

west in earth's magnetic field of 10 T, then

force acting on its 1 m length is

(a) zero
(c) 10 N

(b) 10*4 N

(d) 10 N
Chemistry

(a)3:2
c) 4:3

84. If current is passed throughSb-Bi
thermocouple then
(a) heat is produced at junction where current is

from Sb the Bi

(6) heat is absorbed at junction where current is

from Sb to Bi

(c) Both junction will become hot

(d) Both junction will become cold

85. 100 W-220 V bulb is connected to 110 V

(6) 3:8
(d) 9:4 1. For an electron impossible combination of 5. On moving from left to right in the second

quantum number is90. If an electron moving with the kinetic energy

of 6x 10 J enters perpendicularly into the

magnetic field of intensity 6x 10 Wb/m,

then the radius of the path described by it will

period along the periodic table the gram atomic

volume of the element
(a) n=3,7=2, m =--2,n1, (a) increases with constant velocity

(6) remains unchanged
(C) first increases and then decreases

(d) decreases

6. Which of the following is the correct order of

the size of iodine species?

(a) I>T >
(c)I >1+ I

7. First ionisation potential of Be and B will be

(a) 8.8 and 8.8

() 6.6 and 8.8

8. Which of the following electronic

configuration willhave maximum IP

difference between and IIionisation
potential?
(a)1s,2s2p,3 (b) 1,22p,32
()1,2 2Pp ) ,22p

2

b) n =3, l=2, m =-5, "s T

be
(a) 3.42 cm

() 5.17 cm

(b) 4.23 cm

(d) 7.7 cm
(c) n=4,l=0,1, 0, is 2: (3

91. A conducting circular loop of radius rcarries

constant current 7. It is placed in a unifor"

magnetic field, such that B is perpendicular

the plane of the loop. The magnetic fOr

acting on the loop is given by
(a) IrB
c) zero

(d)n=5,1=3, m = 0, nm, b) I>I
() I>I >I

source then power consumed is

(a) 25 W
(c) 100 W

86. Thermo emf of a couple is 3uV/°C if
temperature of cold junction is 20°C and

thermo emf is increased to 0.3 mV then
temperature of hot junction
(a) 80°C
(c) 120°C

87. A coil has 25 turns and 10 cm radius. If it

carries a 4 A current, then magnetic field at its

centre is

2

(b) 50 W

() 200 W

ne energy of an electron in n orbit or

hydrogen atom is

(a3.0V

(b) 6.6 and 6.6
(d) 8.8 and 6.6

(6) 27tlrB
(d) t/rB

(b)eV
e)50ev 34

92. Emf of generator is 6V and internal resIstan

1s 0.5 k2. Ifinternal resistance of voltmere

2.5 k2, then reading of voltmeter must o

(a) 10 VV

(c) 5V

(d)

(b) 100°C
(d) 140°C ch of the following is not isoelectronic?

Na*(b) 1V
(d) 10V

(a)
(c) o

.
The numberofunpaireaciT22, V

(6) Mg *

9. Which of the following is true for a reaction in

which all the products are liquid?

(a) AH =AE

() AH> AE

() CI

(a) 6.28 x10 T

(b) 6.28 x10 T

) 6.28x10T
(d) 6.28x107 T

93. In a tangent galvanometer a current Oent
produces a deflection of 30°. The be
required to produce deflectionof 60°willbe

(b) AH = AW

(d) None of these
n Atomic number Ti=22, Z,

Cr 24, Fe =26)(a) Fe(a) 0.6 A i8i (b) 0.5A
(c) 0.4 A i c (d) 0.3 A

(b) Cr ()Ti ()V
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20. The oxidation states of sulphur in the anione

SO, S,04 and S,0g follow the order
/ery dilute nitric acid reacts with zinc to i

10. Cell eaction is spontaneous when

(a) AG is negative

(b) AG is positive
(c) AEred is positive R i
(d) AEed is negative

27.

zinc nitrate andO 2

(a) ammonium nitrate (5) NO,

35. Volume of CO, obtained by the complete
decomposition of 9.85 g BaCO, 1s
(a) 2.24 L (b) 1.12 L (c) 0.84 L (d) 0.56 L

36.During osmosis, flow of water through a
Semipermeable membrane is
(a) from both sides of semipermeable membrane

with equal flow rate
(6) from solution having lower concentration

a only
(C)from solution having higher concentration

ith ioonly

(a) S,0 < SOj <s,03
(b) SOg <S,0 <S,0

(d) N,O(c) NO

The ionic radii of N°, 0°, F and Na

11. At 27°C latent heat of fusion of acompound is (C) S,04S0g <SO

2930 J/mol, then entropy change is

(a) 9.77 J/mol-K,

(c) 9.07 J/mol-K

12. For the reaction,

28.
follow the order

(a) N*>O>F> Nat
(b)N>Na* >0>F
(c)Na >O>N>F
(d) O> F> Na*> 3 , ya 0

29. The structure of ionic compound with Schottky

defects has
(a) same number or cationic and anionic

tsR(d) S,O; <S,0< so
(b) 10.77 J/mol-K
(d) 0.977 J/mol-K 21. 3A 2B, rate of reaction is equals to

+a (B),

CH,OH()+ 30,(8) (a)
2

3 d[4] 2 d[4](b)
dt 3 dt

d) None of the above

2C0, (g)+ 3H,O(U) 1 d[A(c)
3 dt

(d) +2l4
dt

37. What is the entropy change (in JK"mol)
when one mole of ice is converted into water at

which one is true?
(a) AH=AE- RT

(c) AH= AE+2RT (d) AH= AE 2RT
(b) AH=AE + RT

0°C? (The enthalpy change for the conversion

of ice to liquid water is 6.0 kJ mol at 0°C).
(a) 20.13 (6) 2.013 (c) 2.198 (d) 21.98

38. The molar heat capacity (C)of water at constant

/a7sPresSure, 1s 75 JK mol. When 1.0kJ ofheat.

EIS Supplied to 100 g of water which is free to

expand, the increase in temperature of water is

(a) 1.2 K (b) 2.4 K (c) 4.8 K (d) 6.6 K

39. Which of the following pairs of a chemical

reaction is certain to result in a spontaneous

22. 24 B+C vacanciesS

It would be a zero order reaction when (b) anionic vacancy and interstitial anion

(c) cationic vacancies
(d) cationic vacancies and interstitial cation

30. If a pentavalent impurity is mixed in the

crystal-lattice of germanium then the

semiconductor formed will be

13. 1.I moles of A and 2.2 moles of B are mixed in

a container of one litre volume to obtain the
(a) the rate of reaction is proportional to square of

concentration of A

equilibrium A + 2B 2C+D. .

At equilibrium 0.2 moles ofCare formed. The

equilibrium constant for the above reaction is

(a) 0.001 (6) 0.002 (c) 0.003 (d) 0.004

14. In which solution/solvent the solubility of
AgCl is minimum?
(a) 0.01 M NaCi

(c) Pure water

(b) the rate of reaction remains same at any

Concentration of A

(c) the rate remains unchanged at any

concentrationof B and C (a) p-type semiconductor

(b) n-type semiconductor

(c) (a) and (b) both
(d) None of the above

(d) the rate of reaction doubles if concentration of

B is increased to double

(b) 0.01 M CaCl2

(d) 0.001 M AgNO,

lnc
reaction?

23. The activation energy for a simple chemical

reaction A B is E, in forward direction.

They activation energy for reverse reaction

(a) is negative of E,
(6) is always less than Ea

(a) Endothermic and decreasing disorder

(b) Exothermic and increasing disorder

(C) Endothermic and increasing disorder

(d) Exothermic and decreasing disorder

40. Identify the correct statement for change of

Gibbs energy for a system (AGystem) at

constant temperature and pressure

(a) Ir AGsystem the system has attained

equilibrium

31. A compound formed by elements X and Y

Crystallises in a cubic structure in which the X
15. The volume strength of 1.5 NH,0, solution is

(a) 8.4 (b) 4.8 (c) 5.2

16. Which one of the following salts gives an

Eacidic solution in water?

(d) 8.8 atoms are at the corners of a cube and the

oms are at the face centres. The formula of

the compound is

(a)
(c) can be less than or more than Ba (

(a) CH, COONa (6) NH,Cl

() NaCI

(d) is always double of E. (b) X3YI
(d) XY20.1

XY3

(d) CH3 COONH, 24. The reaction. A B follows first order

kinetics. The time taken for 0.8 mole of A

produce 0.6 mole of B is 1 h. What is the tim

taken for conversion of 0.9 mole of A

produce 0.675 mole of B?

(a) Ih (b) 0.5 h (c)0.25 h (d) 2h

25. Which of the following exhibits nE

solubility in water?
(a) NH3

id) XY

17. A cell, with cell constant 0.4 cm, has the

resistance of 40 ohm of a 0.01 M solution of
an electrolyte, then the molar conductivity in

ohm cm mol will be

(a) 10 6)10(c) 10 (d) 1

18. H, O2 on oxidation gives tyt3
(a)0
()0

ace centred cubic lattice, a unit cell is (b) If AGystem, the system is still moving ina

Shared equally by how many unit cells
(a) 4
c) 6

particular direction

(c) IfAG,sem0, the process is not spontaneous

(d) If AGsyaem the process is spontaneous(6) 2 ass85 (2

Acetic acid dissolved in benzene shows

molecular weight
(a) 60
(c) 180

41. In electrolysis of NaCl when Pt electrode is

taken then H2 is liberated at cathode while with

Hg electrode it forms sodium amalgam

(a) Hg is more inert that Pt

(b) more voltage is required to reduce H at Hg

than at Pt

(b) OH so
(d) o

(b) PH3

(d) SbH3

(b) 120
(d) 240

19. If the standard electrode potential for the cell

Zn |Zn(ag)|| Cu(aq)| Cu is 1.10 V then

the maximum work done by this cell will be

(a)-106.15kJ
)-31845kJ

(c) AsH

26. Chlorine cannot displace
(a) fluorine from NaF
b) iodine from Nal
(c) bromine from NaBr
(d) None of the above

Vapour pressure decreases by 10 mm or

When mole fraction of solute in a solution 1s
(c) Na is dissolved in Hg while it does not

dissolve in Pt

(d) concentration of H ions is larger when Pt

electrode is taken
of
(a)

Hgt n the mole fraction of solute will be.2. Ifthe vapourpressure decreases to
willbe
20 mm

(b)-212.30kJ
(d)-424.60kJ 0.2

(c) 0.6
(b) 0.40 (9}

(d)0.8
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56,
1sopreneisa

(a)
propene

b)liquid fuel

C)
synthetiC rubber

() petro

41.
Enzymes are iade up of

(a) edibie proteins

proteins with specific structure

(c) nitrogen containing carbohydrates

(d)
carbohydrates

65. The element which liberates oxygengasTOwater is
(a)P

66. Which element from group V gives most basicCompound withhydrogen?
(a) Nitrogen

Arsenic

42. On the basis of the information available from 48. In a first-order reaction AB, if k is rato

constant and initial concentration of reactant

is 0.5 M then the hali-nre 1s t (a
(b)

U693
the reactionAl+0 A1,03. 6) Na (c)F d)I

3
(6)

AG=-827 kJ mol of O2, the minimum emf

required to carry out an electrolysis of Al,03

KiS (F= 96500mol) RTI

(a)
k 0.5

log 2
)2k

log 2(d) kV05it01
(6) Bismuth
d) Phosphorus

67. Which is the weakest acid out out of HE, HCI,
HBr and H1?
(a)HF
)HBr

68. The molecular formula ofbleaching powder is
(a) CaCl2

c)CaOCl2

(a) 2.14 V b) 4.28 V () 6,42 V () 8.56 V

43. The standard emf of a galvanic cell involving 49. Which ion is colourless?

(a) Cr4+

50. Which of the following statement is not

(b) Se* (c) Ti3 (d) V4+ (6) HCI
() HIs01cell reaction with n = 2 is found to be 0.295 V

8.
According to the adsorption theory of catalysis,

at 25°C. The equilibrium constant of the

reaction would be 7
(a) 2.0x 10
(C)1.0x10

(Given,F = 96500 C mol;

he speed of the reaction increase because

(a) the concentration oI reactant molecules at the

active centres ot the catalyst becomes high

Correct?
(6) Ca20Cl2

r(a) La(OH)3, is less basic than Lu(OH)3.

(b) In lanthanide series ionic radius of Lu3+

o 10n decreases.
(c) La is actually an element of transition series

rather lanthanide.

b) 4.0x 10

(d) 1.0x 10
(d) CaCl, CaOCl

due to adsorption
(b) in the process of adsorption, the activation

energy of the molecules becomes large

(c) absorptíon produces heat which increases the

speed of the reaction
(d) adsorption lowers the activation energy of the

reaction

69. The strongest oxidising agent amongst F, C2
Br and I2 is
(a) FR=8.314JK mol

(d) Atomic radius of Zr and Hf are same

23 because of lanthanide contraction.

(b)1
(d) Br244. 4.5 g of aluminium (atomic mass 27 ) is

deposited at cathode from Al" solution
certain quantityofelectric eharge. Thevolume51. Four successive members of the first row

ofhydrogen produced at STP from H ions in

solution by the same quantity ofelectric charge
will be

C2
70. Point out in which of the following properties

oxygen differs from the rest of the members of
its family (Group-VIA)? a
(a) High value ofionisation energies

3 (6) Oxidation states (2,4,6)
(c) Polymorphism

(d) Formation of hydrides

71. Which of the following properties increases on

going down from F to I in group VII-A of the

periodic table?
(a) Electronegativity 6) Volatile nature

() lonic radius

72. The oxidation state of oxygen is zero in

a) Co () 03(c) S0,()H,O0

transition elements are listed below with their

atomic numbers. Which one of them is 59. In the metallurgy of which of the following

cupellation process is used?
(a) Copper
)Iron

expected to have the highest third ionisation

enthalpy?
(a) Vanadium (Z= 23)

(b) Manganese (Z = 25)

() Chromium (Z = 24)
(d) Iron (Z= 26)

(b) Silver
(d) Aluminium

(a) 44.8 L 7 (b) 11.2 L

(c)22.4 L

45. The time of completion of 90% of a first order
reaction is approximately
(a) 1.1 times that of half-life
(6) 2.2 times that of half-life
(c) 3.3 timnes that of half-life

(a) 4.4 times that of half-life

46. When a biochemical reaction is carried out in
laboratory from outside of human body in the

absence of enzyme than rate of reaction
obtained is 10 times, then activation energy
of reaction in the presence of enzyme is
(a) 6/RT
(b) Pis required
(c) different from, E, obtained in laboratory

(d) can'tsay anything

47. The rate of reaction between two reactants A

and B decreases by a factor of 4 if the

concentration of reactant B is doubled. The

order of this reaction with respect to reactant B

(d) 5.6 LaE
60. Cryolite is used in the electrolytic extration of

aluminium
a) to obtain more aluminium
(6) to decompose bauxite
C) to protect anodes
) as a reducing agent

61. 18 carat gold contains
(a) 18% gold
) 75% gold

D. The brass is an alloy or

52. Which of the following will replace Br, from

the aqueous solution having bromide ion?

(a)

(d) Oxidising power

Cl2 (b) 1

(c)I (d) CI (b) 24% gold.
(d) 60% gold53. If 2.0 g of a radioactive substance has half-life

of 7 days, the half-life of 1 g sample is

(a) 7 days
(C) 28 days

(a) gold and copper
(6) silver andzinc
C)copper and zinc
copper and aluminium

73: A solution of sodium metal in liquid ammonia is

a strong reducing agent due to the presence of

(a) sodium atoms

(b) sodium hdride

(c) sodium amide

(d) solvated electron

(6) 14 days
(d) 35 days

S4. X emit one a-and two B-particles. It B

converted into

(a),X-
3.Whic

ofthe following metals will not tom an

3

74. A mixture containing Cu and Nican.be
separated for identification by

(a) passing H2 Sinacidmedium

(b) passingH2 Sin alkaline medium

)passingH,Sin neutral medium

(d) passing H2Sin dry mixture

4 (6)- amalgam?

(C),2-4
5. +NH(CH,),NHCo(CH, ), CO is a

toa) addition polymer
n (b) thermosetting polymer 1.

(c)homopolymer orlrh gi to
(d) copolymer

(d) None of these Gold
) Zinc

64,Which

(6) Silver
g d) ron h.

following is pseudo halogen?

(b) (CN);
(d) 15

Is
(b) -1(a) 2

(c)1
e)1CI

(d) 2 2
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(b) acetonec

c) benzaldehyde
d) acetophenone

98. RCONFH, + Br, +KOH Amine
This reaction is

91.
The

compo.

(a)CHl,COO11

(e) Cl,COCH,

The
formula of freon-12 is

9.
(a) CCI (b) CH,Cl2 () CCIF, (d) CH,F,

form
phosgcncgas (poisonous gas) is

83. 64 g of an organic compound contains 24

carbon, 8 g of hydrogen and the rest oxv

The cmpirical formula of the compound is5

(a) CH,0
(c) CH,O

84. [P(NH, ),Cl,]Br and PiONH, ), Br, JCI,

75. The indicator used in the titration of acctic acid

with sodium hydroxide for quantitative

estimation is

(b) CH,OH
(d) CH,OFH

(b) C21H,0
(a) phenolphthalein

(6) methyl orange
(c) methyl red
(d) a mixture of methyl red and methyl orange

76. A compound has the empirical formula CH,0
Its vapour density is 30. Its molecular formula

is

(d) C,1,0
(a) Carbyl amine reaction
b) Mustard oil reaction
(C) Hofmann bromamide reaction
d) Cannizaro reaction

99. Which of the following is reducing agent?
(a) LiAIH,

(a) phenoIt Sodjum benzoate

(b) benzene * benzyl alcohol

ic) benzyl alcohol t sodium benzoate

(d) phenol + benzene

95. The reaction C;H5ONa + BrC2H

C,H-0-C2Hs + NaBr is called

(a) Frankland reaction

(b) Wurtz reaction

(c) Williamson's synthesis

(d) Cannizaro reaction

96. Diethyl ether on heating with conc. Hl gives

two moles of
(a) ethyl iodide

() iodoform

94. The rcactionofbenzaldchyde with alkali gives

are relatcd to cach other as

(a) optical isomers

(b) coordinate isomers
(c) ionisation isomers

(d) linkage isomers

85. Which one of the following substances is used

as an anti-knock compound?
(a) Tetra ethyl lead

(6) Lead tetrachloride

(c) Lead acetate
(d) Ethyl acetate

86. How many isomeric butanes are there?
(a).

4

(a) CH,0:
(c)CH,O2

(b) CH,O
(d) CH0 (b)Zn+HC

(c) Sn +HC
(d) All of the above

100. Reduction of an aldehyde gives

7 (a) primary alcoto
(b) monocarboxylic acid
(C) secondary alcohol

(d) tertiary alcohol

77. The IUPAC, name of the compound

CH

CH-CH-CH-CH; is

CH (b) 3

(d) 5
(b) ethanol
(d) methyl iodide

2
(a) 2-cthy-s-methyi butane

(b) 2,3-dimethyi pentane

C) 2-methy1-3-ethyl butane

(d) 3,4dimethyl pentane

78. Out of the following fractions of petroleum the

one having the lowest boiling point is

(a) kerosere oil

C) gasoline

19. Coordination number of fe in the complexes

FeCN),1. [FeCN)¢1and [FeCI.]
would be respectively
(a) 6, 3,4
()2,3,3

80. Methoxy methane and ethanol are
(a) functional isomers

(b) chain isomers
(c) optical isomers
(d) geometrical isomers

(c)

87. Ethene gives with acidic KMnO, solution

(a) ethylene glycol

(6) ethylene oxide
(C) formaldehyde
(d) acetaldehyde

88. Which of the following is an organo-metallie

compound?
(a) Lithium ethoxide
(b) Ethyl lithium
(c) Lithium acetate
(d) Lithium carbide

Mathematics
1. If2 #0, then arg (=)+ arg ()is equal to 6. Ify=x-ri+r'-x+... thenxis equal to

(a) y+
(b) diesel oil
(C) heevy oil

)-Tt (d) m

C)-
Itb is a non-zero complex number and c Is a

real number, then the equation b:+ b=c
shows

(b) 6,6,4
(d) 6,4,6

7. If roots of the equation ar +bx+c=0 areca

and then the roots of he equation

er +bx+a=0will be(a) a circlec
(c) an ellipse

(b) a straight line

(d) a parabola89. When phenol is distilled with Zn dust it gives

(a) benzaldehyde
(c) toluene

(b) benzoic acid

(d) benzene
(a)-a,-B

4+ b0 + co a + bo + ca

b+ co + a0
(b)-1 (c)2

3. The value of-
Ct a0+bo*

(d)-2
(d) None of these

90. Ethane is formed by the reaction of meu

1Odide and sodium metal in dry ether soluo
This reaction is known as
(a) Clemmensen's reduction
(b) Kolbe's reaction
(c) Wur1z reaction
(d) Cannizaro's yeaction

(a)1

&The quadratie equation whose root is the

square root of-47+8/-3, is

(a)x-2r+49=0
(c) -2-49=0 (d) None of these

9. It2+iv3 is the root ofthecquation

+prt 4=Q wherep and qare real, then

"ch tem of the series 3+ 8+ 13+ 18+S
81. Most stable ion is

(a) CH CH

)(CH,),CH

82. Formation of 2-butene as major product by
dehydration of 2-butanol is according to
(a) Markownikoff rule

(b) Saytzeff rule
(c) Peroxide effect
(d) Anti-Markownikoff rule

498?
(a) 100th term
(c) 102th temm

s,Ifx,
z are in GP,

(a)log b= loga°
) log c = log, 4
) log b= log,
(4) lag, a = log, b

(b) (CH3)-C
(d) CH,CH

(b) x+2r+49=0(b) 95th term

(d) 101thterma
then for a' = b=c

9, AI nomal room temperature iodoform

(a) volatile liyuid
(b) thick viscous liguid
(c) gas
(d) solid

P9)1S equalto

(a) (4,7)
(c) (4,7)

(b)(4,-7)
(d) None of these
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iiafcd on the lindr+y4 whose

(a)a,b.care in AP+3y-10isunity,are
(b) (3,1),(7,11)
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17. 1f in a a4BC, -a)s-b)*(s-c) t The

point
distancefrom theline10. If P.Q,R and S has 1o give a lecturc, then the

arrangement authonity can do this in how many

ways?
(a) 4
(c) 256

angle Cis cqual to

(a)(,I,
(-7,11)

1)1,11) (d) (1,3),(-7,11)
6)a,h.careinGP
(c) a,b,c are in HP
d) a,c,b are in GP

(a) 90 (b) 5
(c)330 (d) 60

I8, The length of the shadows of a vertical oleofheight h. thrown by the sun rays at t
different moments arc h, 2h and 3h sumo

(d) 24 es
represen by the pair of straight lines

-y+(a" -b°)ry - are

(a) ar-by 0, bx+ ay =0

b)ar-by=0,hr~ay-0
(c) ar+ by = 0,bx + ay 0

(d) ar+ by = 0,br -ay =0

.Anglebetweenhe pair of straight lines

(y)sin d =(rcos 9 ysin 9is

20
is

33. The equation of tangents to the circle
f+y =4, which are parallelto x+2y+3=Q

11. Middle term in the cxpansion of|
the angles of clevation of the rays at these th

moments is cqual to
are

a)C )C (s) 142yt2/3
c)-2y-2/3

34. Equation of the circle. which passes through
(4. 5)ard whose cente is (2, 2). is
(a) y4t4y-5-0
b)r--4-4y-5=0

(c)ry-4z =13
(d) -4t-4y-5=0

(b) x-2y=t2/3
(d) r+2yt2/5() (b)

()C0 (d Co a

12. The value of (c) d) 6

(a)e (b) 2e 19.sin (cot (cos (tan ))]is cqual to (b) 2u(a)

1+22
(c) (d)(a) 1 (C)

3-22
13.f 24

310
vaiue of a

The pair of straight lines joining the origin to
the points of intersection of the line
y=2/2r+cand the circle x +y =2 are at +-z-6y+1i=0 is (3, 4). then the

1+x8 & Singular matrix, then the 35.one end of diameter of a circle

20. Y-axis cuts the line joining the points (-3,-4)
and (-2) in the ratio

othererd
(a (0.0)

right angles, if

(a)c-4 =0
(c)c-9=0

19. 1f the ratio of gradients of the lines represented
by ax +2hry+ by* = 0 is 1:3, then the value points(3,-2 and(-2.0)and whosecentre lies

ofthe ratio h* :ab is

(b)4
d)-

(b) c-8 =0
(d) e-10=0

(b) (L)
(d)(2.)(b) 2:3

d)3:2
21. The value of k for which the lizs

3r-4y+5 = 0

4x5+k= 0are concurrent, isgivenby
(b) 44

-54

a) 1:3 () (2)
(c) 3:1

36. Equationofthe circle which passes through the
34. 1s cqual to

Tx-8y+5=0 and ontheline y-3=0 ,is

a) -*-12y2-0
(a) 1:3 b) 3:4(a)45

C) 54
-x12y2=0

(d) (c) 4:3 (d) 1:1
x-12y 2=0
--1-2-0

22. The angle between the straight lins

-W3 = 5 and 3r+ y'= 7, is

(a) 0
(c) 120

30. If the cquations of the opposite sides of
parallelogram

-14y+ 40 Q then the cquationof ene of
its diagonal will be
(a) ar+5y + 14 = 0
(c) r+6y +14 0. From the point P (16, 7) tungens PO and P*
are

(4)
are -Z6=0 and

(b) 90 37.If the cirelex y*ex 2c=0touches
(d) 30°

1-cosisequal 1o

23. Orthocentre of the triangle formed by

points (0,0) (3,4) (4,0) is
b)6r-5y+14=0
(d) s-6y-4=0 ()f

38 The emd ponts Of latustectum of parabola

8y=0are
(b) (3,12)

() () drawn to the Crcie

+-2-4y-20=0. ttCisthesenre of
the circle, then area of the quadrilateral POCR

(a)( )and (4,2)

(b)(4-)md (-4,2)
(d) (3,9)() cos ()

24. Equation of sraight line passing t
nerscction of a+5y+ 7= + 2)-
andperpendicular to 7x + 2y-5= 4
(4) 2x-7y- 20=9
(b) 2x+7y-20 0
(c) -2x+7y-20 0
(d) 2x+7y+ 20 0

(c) (-2) and (4,-2)
(4) 4,) and (-4,2)

19. The eventricity of the elipsc
49+&+36y+4=0is

16. 1f3cos6+ sin= 2, then general value of6 () 50 unik
(d) 13 unik(e) 75 sq unlt

.Tungeats are
le+y= 4 to the cirele +y d

e chord of contact touchss the cugie

(e)nt+ (-1) b)(-1- trawa tom any pvint ot the

d)n+(-1)- y ,theu
(
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(2,4,5) and (3,5,-4), is divided bvThe
projectionoftheof the vector 21 +3-2 on

i+2]+ 3k is48. The ratio in which the linc joining the
62.1f f(x)-

20eR and40. The equation of a circle passing through the
vertex and the extremilies of the latusrectum of

the parabola y' = 8x, is

(a)x+ +1tr=a 1

2the
vectori

YZ-planc, is

(a) 2:3
(b)3:2

8(u)=u +1,usR, then g{S()]andflg(-)).15 equal to
(a) 1,1/2

(c) 0,-1(b) x* +y° +10y= 0
(d) Nonc of these 6)-1,1/2

49. If a,B, Y arethe angles which a straight h f aand barc the position
of

vectors

point
of
C on AB

(c)x +y-10r=0
(d)x+ -Sr=0

41. The distance between the dircctrices of a

rectangular byperbola x -y=a is 10

units, then distance betwecn its foci is

(a) 10/2
(c) SV2

42. The equation of the tangents of hyperbola

3x-4
=12 which cuts equal intercepts

from both the axes, ae

(d)4:-3
(d) None of these

63. lim x+h-
5 equal to

hmakes with the positive dircclion ofthe axe
thensin a + sin* P +sinY is cqual to

producedsuch that AC = 3AB, is

(b) 3 b-a
(d) 3b-2a

h-
then posilon

vector

) Ja-b
(c)3a-2b

(c) 2/ (d) v
Nx

(a) 1

(c) 5

50. 1Ifthe points (1, 1), (-1, -1), (-V3, V3)are

vertices of a trianglc, thcn this trianglc is

(a) a right-angled triangle
(b) an isosccles triangle
(c) an cquilateral triangle
(d) None of the above

(b) 0

(d) 2 64. lim 3cos-2sin 9

- 39+ tan cqual to

(a) 3/4
(c) 0

b) 5

(d)
the t.The areaof aparall

sidesare i-2j+ 3k and 2i 4

s3
)5V6

s lax b +Ja- b| is equal to

0)(ax b)-(bx b)

(6) (a a)(b. b)

C) lax b|(a- b)

(6)2lax bl(a-b)

.A unit vector perpendicular to the plane of

a=2-6j-3k, b=4i +3j- k, is

allclogram whose adjacent

k,20

(b) 10/3 3o 97
(d)10/6A

(b)-3/4
d) None of these

b+, I<0

b(-1*, z20
x=g then(a,b)will be
(a)(-3,-1)

65. If fz)= is differentiable at

(a) y+r=*1
C)-I=<1

(b) x-r=+1
(d) 4-3r=0

43. The angle betwecn the lines 2r=3y=-: and

ór =-E4:IS
(a) 0

51.The point of interscction of the lines

=2* and = S.5
(6) (-3,1) p
()(2-)

-36 2 (3,1)
(6) 30° (c) 45° (d) 90°

66. Iffz)=:-s,then f (rjisequal to

(a) (2,10,4)

(c) (5,7,-2)

(b) (21,5/3,10/3)
(d) (-3,3,6)

44. if the lines and
a) b) +2

(+3-
26

are at right angies, then
3
the value ofk will be

52. The distance between the point (-1,-5,-10)
and the point of intersection of the plane

X-2}t12
412

(b) 2-6-
-y+= 5 and the line

(a)
0-2+6 (d)3-6

will be
7 is equal too

(c)-10
45. The coordinates of the point where the line

d) 8.lfa=i+j+ k, b=2i -4k and

Csl+j+3k are coplanar, then the value

of is
(4) S/2
(c) 7/3

(a) 10

(c) 12

(b) 11

(d) 13

meets the plane 53. If the position vectors ofthe points 4,B,C,

are 2 +3+ 5k,i +2j+3k, -5i +4j-2kad

i+10+10k,then

-1 4 vl- 1-
x+y-1=3, are
(a) (2,1,0)

c) (1,2-6)
b) (7,-1, 7)
(d) (5,-1,1)

(b) 3/5

(d) None of these N1-

(a) AB CD tqi9 Inverse ofthe function f(x)=
46. The angle between the straight lines

thenis cqual to

(b) AB || CD

c) ABLCD
(d) None of the above

-2 kK92
3 2(r+)

(a) 45°
(c) 60°

47. The acute angle between the planes
2r-y+z=6and x+y+22 =3 is

(a) 45° (b) 60° (c) 30°

54, If Ja l=3,|b|= 4,|c|= 5 ure such that euc

Lhem is perpendicular to the sum of he u
Iwo, then a + D+ ¢l is equal to

(a) 5/2

b) 30
(d) 90

9(
(d) 75 (c)10/2,8 p (d) 5/3 (d) None ot the above
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d is equal to vnoit.56 Corect value of, Isin"x|deisti.ta (a) x log e Xt y=C 1ABT
6)Xlog,x+cx =y ie199eta69. If y=r, then x (1-ylogx)is equal to .

(b) t Rr2ee (C) 1log, x-y=c3
(1+x)

(a)
cos +l-x(vx-2)+c

(b)cosr-V1-x(Vr-2)+ci
(c)cos7wr+1-x (Vr-2)+c
(d) None of the above

2

d) x log , X+yC
() y (d) xy (c) 8 90. An integrating factor of the differential;

equation(1-x*)-y=lis
(C3

70. Ifcos (+y)= ysinx, thenis equal to

log sin x dx is equal to7BT 0Ear

(a)-n (* y)+ycosx
sin x+sin (F+y) log (xt dx is equal to77.

(6)Tlog(a)log2 (a)-X (1-
Sin+y)+ ycos VI+

(d) log 2 ()y-) (log (*)(6)
sinx+sin (r+y)

(c) cos-Sin(+y)
sin x+sin (T+ y)

(c)-T1o2
(log (r*vl+r )*+e

(b) log(x+v1+x+cs 23
(c) log (r+V1+x* )+c

(d) None of the above

sinx-coS dris equal to

83.cosxdx is equal to

(a)-1 (6) 0 (c)1

84. The measurement of the area bounded by the

coordinate axes and the curve y=log, x, is

(a)

91. A bag contains 3 black and 4 white balls. Two

balls are drawn one by one at random without

replacement. The probability that the second

drawn ball is white, is

(d)
(d) None of the above

71. The function y=2r-9+12r-6is
monotonic decreasing when

(a)1<r<2
(c) x<l

(6) x> 2
(d) None of these

(b) 2

(d)
92. A coin is tossed 4 times. The probabilitý that

atleast one head turms up is

(a) 6)

1-2sin xcos x
85. Suppose S is such that (-x)=-f«), for

everyxand Sx)dr=5, thenft)d is12. Rolle's theorem is not applicable for the

function f(a)=lr|,wherer€ [-1,) because

(a) the function f(x)is not continuous in the

interval[-1,
(b) the function f(x) is not differentiable in the

interval (-1,1)
(c) f(-1)#S()
(d) S-1)=S(l)#0

(a) sin 2x+c (6)sin 2x+

16

93. A speaks truth in 75% cases and B speaks truth

in 80% cases., The probabilíty that they

contradict each other in a statement, is

20

(sin 2tc (d) -sin 2x+c equal
(a) 10

dx (d) -5- is equal to79.
(sin x+sin 2r) 86. The general solution of the differential

equation ydx + (1+** )tan xdy=Q is

(a) ytanx=c
(b) xtany=c
c) y+ tanx=c
(d)x + tany=c

T3

(a)
20

(a)log(1-cosx)+log (1+cosx)
2

log (1+2cosa)+

3
73. If the function f(x) = x*- 6ax +ix satisfies

the conditions of Lagrange's Mean Value

theorem for the interval [1, 2] and the tangent
to the curve y= f(x) at x = 7/4 is parallel to

the chord that join the points of intersection of
the curve with the ordinates r = 1 and x = 2.
Then, the value of a is

94. The probability that a leap year will haye 53

Friday or S3 Sanurday, 1S

(
(b) 6log (1-cosx)+21og (1+cosx)

log (1+2cosx)+e
dy ()

95. The relationship between the correlation

coefticient rand the regression coefficients b

2by
(b) b *+ Dys

3 O. Solution of differential equation 2y 1s

(C) 6log (1-cos x)+ log (1+ cos x)
2 (b)y=2 +o

(d) y=xtc
(a) y=ce*35

(b)9 +log(1+ 2cosr)+

3

and b is
rC) y=ce

08, The second order differential equation 1s

(a) y +x=)
(6) y y+y =sin x
()"++y=0
(a) y= y

48 (a)r=,
16 ()6 (d) None of the above

80. JLStr)g "x)-f"(x)g(x)] dk isequa
74. Maximum slope o

y=-x+3x+9x-27is
(a) 0 (6) 12

75. If 2a+ 3b+6c= then atleast one root of the
equationax +bx+c= 0, lies in the interval
(a) (0, 1)

() (2, 3)

the curve

96. If = F=0 Zy=l12, o, 2.o, 3, n=l
thenthecoefticientofcorrelation is 3

(a) 0.4
(c) 0.2

(d) 32 (a)(C) 16

89, The solution ofthe differential equation
& ()

(b) S)g (x)-St«)g' (x)

() So)g' (x)-f x)g(x)
(d) foe' ()+ f ()g)

E (6) 0.3.St

(d)0.1

(b) (1,2)
(d) None of these

dy-=lis
d
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(a) 0.35342 (6) 0.34375
(c) 0.344577. Performing 3 iterations ofbisection method the

smallest positive approximate root of the

equation x -5x+1=Q is

(a) 0.25
(c) 0.50

98. With the help ofTrapezoidal rule for numencal

integration and the following table

(d) 0.33334 Hints & Explanations
99. The maximum value of z 4x+2ysubie..

the constraints 2x+ 3jS18, *+y210x,
36

Phvsics
1From

Coulomb's law,
(b) 0.125

(d)0.1875 (a)
()20

(b) 40
(d) None of these 80-2060

40-30 10

= 6 cm/s*

Maximum acceleration =

100. The nmaximum value of jl = 3r + 4y, subie to
the conditions x+ yS 40 x+2ys 6, X,y20

4TtEg

0 0.25 | 0.50 0.75

a) 00.0625 10.2500 0.5625 (b)
(d) 120

5. Given, m=2kg, v=4 m/s
r Im, T =52N130 140(a)

(c) 40 ATYDimensions ofE,[MLT
[M'L°A'T*]

T-mgcos&=the value of |fx)dr is
r

52-210cos8=4x4x4

2.
v=at+0

+c
Cost 1=cos0

PHYSICS
From principle of homogeneityofdimensions,

Dimensions of at = dim ofv
9. (a) 10. (d G08. (c)

18. (d)

28. (a)

(b) 6. (d) 7. (a)
3. (e)

13. o
5.

15. (C)

(a)

35. (d)

(c 4. (c)
0P at the bottom ofthe circle.

6. Horizontal distance (range) = horizontal

component of veiocity x ume period

Horizontal range « borizontal component of

velccity.

1. (c) 2. (c) 19. (c) 20. (ce)

30. (b)14. (a) 16. (5) 17.
11. (a) 12. (c)

21.
31.

29. (c)27.
37.

24. (a) 25. 26. a)
22. (b)
32. (c)

23. (a)

33. (c)

43. )

(a) 38. (c) 39. (a) (6)

50.
40. Dimension of a= Dim of

36. (5)34.
44. (c)

54. (a)
(c)

74. (6)

a)

48. (c)

58. (d)

68. (a)
78. (c)

88. (a)

98. (c)

(b)
(d)
a)
(d)

46. (a) 47. (a) 49.45. (6)
41. (d)

51.
LT=LT42. (a) 60.

70.
80. (6)

90.

57. 59. (a)a)

67. (c)
(d)

56. (b)55. (C)

(c)
52. (c)

62. td)
72. (c)

53.)
61. (a)

(d)

66. 69. (c)

33. (6) 64. 65. Horzontal range
79.77.

87. (c)

(d)

(d) 76. (a)73. (5)

83. (a)
75.
85. (a)

(b)

(a) Dimensions of c= dim oft = [T]71. 86. (c) 89. C)
81. (d) 32. 84. 99. (a) 100. (a) D theretore, àerzontai velocity component,

95. 96. (a) 97. Dimensions of= dim of v
91. 92. (c) 93. (C) 54.

7. When the whole system falls freely under

graviry, then acceleration of both, body and

liquid, will be zero. IThereföre, upthrust on the

cody due to lhquid is zero.

Dimensions of b = dim of vi
CHEMISTRY =[LT']x[T]10.

20. (a)

30.
a)

(b) 7. (d) 8. (6) 9. (a)(d)
(a)
a)

(D) 5. 6.(C)

13. (a)
c)

1. 2. 3. 4.(6)
11. (a)

(D)

31. (a)

=[L)19.
29.
39. (b)

(b)

18. (d) (b)(6)17.
27. (a)

12. (a) 14. (D) 15. 16. 6)

& Given, m a 200kg, m, = 300kg.s = 36m

Using law of conservatnon of momentum,
26. (a) 28. (a) (a) 3. Distance travelled in n" second25.

(b)
21. 22. (b) 23. 24. (a) 40.

50. (a)38. (6)
48. (a)

(a)

37. (d)D)

46. (c)
36.32. (b)

42. (a)
Ss. ()
43. (d)

53.

34. (5)
44. (d)

35.
45. (C) 49.

59. (b)
tVS, = u+(2n-1)47. (d)

41
51.

(C)

52. (a)
60. 258.

68. (c)

(c)
88. (b)

98. (c)

55. 56. 57. (b)a)
63. ()
73.

(b) 54. C) 70. (6)

(8)69. (a) Distance travelled by car A in 5 second
67. (a)(a)

(a)

86.
96.

62. 64. (b) 65. (c) 66. ).(c)61. (c)

71.
81, (a) 82. (b)

91. (d) 92. (d)

77. (b) B0.
c)72. (b) (a) 75. (a) 76. 78. 79. (b) Or

(d)
83. (c)

93. (c)

(c) 74. 90.89. (100. (e)100.
S0+2xs-1)=

84. (c) 85. (e) a) 87. (c)

94. c) 95. (c) (a) 97. (e) 99. (d) Distance travelled by car B in 5 second

Kineic energy of cart =work done against fnction

MATHEMATICS Sy 0+(2x3-1)= torce
10. (d)

(c) For tirst car(a)

19. (b)

29.

(a) 9. iven,2. (b)

12. (d)
5. (d) (d) 7. (c)

17. (e)
8.

(a)

(c)
(C)

48. (c)
58,

3. (b)

13. (b)
6.4. (a)

(a)
(a).

11.
21.

20.
14. 15. (b) 16,.(d) 18, 30. 0

27. (b)

37.
(C

39. (d)
26, (a) 28.22. (b)

32.
23, (c)

33. (d)
24. (a) 25. la) (C(a)

(c)
A0(b) (c) 36. (b)

(b)
34, 35, C) 38,31.

41. (d)

51. (b)
61. (b)

(a)

b)

42. (c)
(d)

(d) 5049,43. (0)

(b)
47,
57, (c)
67,

44. la) 45. (d) 46, (0)
59. (C)(b)

(a)
(a) 56. For second cart,

54. 55,53.
(a)
(b)

52. D) (d)

69
79, (a)

0. 4.Slope of graph ropresents
acceleration. m xs =ums xs i)

64. (a)
74, (b)
84. (d)

93. (a) 94. (b)

65, (d) b) a) 68,
(b)

66.62. (a)
(6)

63. 80,
90.

.
75. (a) 77. (a)76.73. 78,

(b)
(a) of graph is71.

81. (d)
(c)

72.
82. (a)b 83. (b)

92.

maximun during tin
87 89, (b)

99, (d) 100, 085. (d) 86. (a) 88,
(b)

erval 30 s to 40 s.(a)

91. (d) 95. (a) 96. (C) 97. (d) 98,
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2x5 2 cm Tension in the wire
Heat energY required to change 0°C ice into 0CF=YAaAt
atera x076sigx33t R 2

11. Change in angular momentum= 44,-4..
AL 340

AL

= 2x10x3x10 x10x10
60 N

or bearing capacity do not

emly
Heat energy required to change 0°C water into
100°C water

16.Breaking stress

16end on the length of the wire. Therefore,Torque,
At mC,At

Using Eq. 0, Ao new wire can hold the same load.
ieat energy required to change 100°C water into
100°C steam

17. Excess of pressure in a soap bubble p = *
R Q4 ml,

:Total heat energy required
S2m 12. Rotational, KE = Io36 9

here. T is surface tension of s0ap solution and R

mCAt+ mly + mC,Ar+ml
= 1(0.5 x10+80+1x100+ 540)cal

(5+ 80+100+540) x4.2J
3045 J

Angular momentum, L=l» is the radius of the bubble.

S216m
9. Given,k=16Nim, m=lkg

amplitude a = 5cm=5x10 m
Kinetic energy of a body executing SHM

mo(a*- ¥)

or PR
Therefore, pressure iS greater in soap bubble of

smaller radius. Hence, air will flow from the

smaller bubble into the larger bubble and the larger

bubble grows at the expense of the smaller one.

18. Height of liquid column rises in a capillary

tube is given by,

KE2 1 22. Given,7 =600K, 12 300K

2KE/2EA Y L=2KEI
=800 J, =

Efficiency of heat engine

()= 1-2 Work done

T heat taken13. According to Kepler's II law of planetary

motion, the areal velocity of the planet around

When displacement y=0, then KE is maximum.

MaximumKE =m@'a h rpgthe sun 1S Constant i.e.

u = =constant
dt

300 800 80027P28 1,P2
rp8 272 T2 Pi

600.6 36 9

50 0.8 40 10D

600
where, L is the angular momentum of the planet

0=1600 J/cycle
and m is its mass.

23. Net rate of energy transfer, E=of-of
E = of-T)

But, L mvr
mvr

B mx xa
10, oii 2

/3RT
19. Vm M

Constant or v*
2 = 5.672x10 I(300)-(200)"]

5.672 x10 x(81-16)x10

36868 Wm

dt 2m

Therefore, the speed of a planet is maximum

when it is nearest to the sun.
Given,

2 O2 N2

3RT3R x27314. Orbital velocity of a satellite is given by

GM
16x (5x10)

24. Heat transferred o-AAA6I
Mo2 MN

200x10
2x10J

10. Potential energy of the body at point A =
kinetic energy of the body at point B

T 273
28

Here A, A6, 7 and Q are same, therefore

where, G=gravitational constant 32
M, = mass of the earth K=K

T=x273 = 312K
rdistance of the satellite from the cenu

of the earth 25. Time period (T) = a04 s

Frequency (/=0
1 2 t= 312-273 = 39°C

nolecular attraction is considered in real

84s and for real gases pressure iS given by

mgh my

2
= 25 Hz

o T O.04r
26. Upper two springs are in series. Therefore,

their resultant spring constant
gh=- fthe

AS the distance of INSAT-B from the centre

P nRT
PVnbV

n*a
Velocity at lowest point in avertical circle

vFSRg
carth 1s greater than the distance of Rohini rd
the centre of the earth.

Here.representstthe reduction in presence
k

SRg
gh

2
15. Giyen, A = 3 mm=3x10 m

fiba =10°C, Y=2x10! N/m

At= (20-10 C=10° C

k'e to intermolecularattraction4 Heatenergy
requirea

Lower two springs are in parallel. Theretore, their

resultant spring constant,
2hR Cicey Tequired to change-10° C ice into

Ce k*=k+k=2k
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Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2007 27Y=9x10 N/m2 t qitNow, springs of constant k and k" are in senes.

Therefore, their resultant spring constant

(3a+5a
(3a-5a

16
Proquoncy. v2m 2Ad 64

2k2 o But Young's modulus, Y=
4 Object Image

AA
hattYAAI

T:
4.5 m

. Frequency of oscillation Camera
Fringe width in interference is given by

YAAI1YA20x
2/1xAd 2 ld

:Camera should be focused at distance

27M275M p-

I9x100x3.6x10
2x1

t tet=4.5 + 3= 7.5 m

33. Mixture of green and red light is yellow.
Therefore, screen appears to be yellow.

Given, 19375727. Time period, T = 2 D
Ix9x10 d da 39.

= 30 Hz Sin C
32. Given, L =110 cm

28. Resultant spring constant of the parallel
combination

D d
4 o 13

sinC=
aPV:V2:V3 = 1:2:3

1TFrequency
2 m

But
k=k+k

1ime pernod of oscillations
(sinC)(sin C)

C2Cy
Therefor

35. Given, R=2/ =40 cm. B
or

S = 20 cm
T-2 +k)

40. For minimum angle of deviation the refracted
ray should be parallel to the base of the prism.
Therefore, in figure QR should be parallel to

the base.

2

m:29. Distance between two consecutive nodes is
7./2.

2
21u

ThereforTe, 41. Here v=-50Cm,v=Using mirTor formula,

11(2*i.12)-
h/2 f 50 0

1 L, bas S-50cm=-
20 2u u2u

u = 30 cmn1=2x or i. =I

,
Power of the lens = -2D

36. u=-10cm, f=-20cm
2 Given, f = L6 cm, f, = 25 cm

Lv,+ 217cm

As final images is toming at infinity

Using mirror formula,30. Given, v, = 330 vib/s.
1,
3

h/3
L=l+h+lLet

110=4+4
J217

em

v 217-23 = 192cm
=T

T24T 20 (-10)6l + 3/ + 21
For objective lens,

330 20 10 20

20 cmn
m

In second case
6

22,m 2(3/) m 60 cm Magnitication (m)= -
L6 19.2 44

. 12
4 19.2 L6 192

19.2

20, 30 em
2

FromEq

Therefore, bridges should be placed at60cmand

herefore,nagnified(enlargel), upright und virtuat2/m -10

60+ 30=90 cm from A s
33, 442 3:5

Let a = 3a amd a = 5

image is foruneel.31,Inmagoot
1 -1.746cm330

220 Hz

31. Given,1=1m, d=9x10* kg/m

A=0.36mm= 3.6x10m

ofthe object is formed at a distance Jm
tom the inside of the mirro

s-175cm
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4n8x10lem
5x10"/cm

cm
66x10 x3x10* m(Y

r22.1, m

12 812
43.Minimum magnifying power of a telescope is

4.5x10-7
= 4,4 x10J

Thereforc, the given Scml-conductor is a type
T 27U/8)

M/2,H 4MHwhen focal length of ceye piece in halved, thecn
47. Wavclength of X-ray = 2575S

Relation betwcen a and ß is givenby

1-.

semi-conductor.

Energy of electron = 100 keV
= 100x10 cV

Voltage with which clectron is accelerated
= 100x 10V

59. Acording to quantisation of charge, any
Bchange will be an integer multíple of a smallest

charge (e)
44. Mass in moving condition and rest mass are

iTelated as
pl- a) =u

Wavelength of X-ray

12375
100x10

= 0.12375A

= 0.124A

where, n = .2.3.
and e- L6x10C
In the given charges only 6<10C is not an

mteger multiple of e Therefore. this charge is not

possible.

%.When magnets are placed insame position,

48. For production of Kp, X-rays the electron

transition is from n =3to n = L

mc:

T2M +M,)H 60. Permitivity of water &= ek
49. Minimum wavelength of X-rays is given by = 885 10x81

Ti4T (M,+ M,JH 97210-1° cN-m
min V

61. Let the distance of electron from the negatively

charged plate be s then

Kinetic energy of electron a worTk dane by clectron
12375 Similarly,

AGiven, 05c T-4M-MH
E- =12375

30x103
= 0.41Å KE Fxs

50. Maximum number of emissive spectral lines,

when an electron returns from n" orbit to

M-T M+ME(0.75)
Using sum and difference method

BOUnd energy state are = " )
2

M 7TM2 T-T
2M T+(3
M T-(3

273-2x9=7?+9
T=27
33s

075
Change in energy = E-E

EAE 100 L610 x85xl0-2

2t0L6x10*
51. Distance of closest approach-E0.75 2z

E015
A TE KE = 50«&85 x10

9102x82x(16x10

400x 10x16x10*"

=
164z16 x10

= 44250«l0 m

Given, E= 0511 MeVv = a44 x10m
= 044 mm

E=0511056) agnctometer works on the

Ol torque acting on thebar aguet.

O ota tively suspended maguet

T-2AIN

, Vibra

62. Given, 4=4xl0 C, 2a=2x 10 cm

= 2x10m
4

590 x10 n
0.59x 10 m

0.59 pm. at
0.693

= 0079 MeVV A.Ti

45. de-Broglie's wavelength associated with a
charged particle,

Electie dipole moment

(P)=4*u4x10x2x10

8x l0CmieTe, =moment ofinertta
M=magnetic dipole momen

honzontal coupouent ot catu

hagnetie ticld
iven, T -21"M

2mKE 52. Decay constant, =
Tu2

0.693 0.3
E4x10 NC

66104
2x9110 10% L6x 10 Torque acting oa electric dipole in an electric field

TEpsin2.3

53, In a good conductor the enerey gapbetw
...)3.8 A

46. Given, A = 450 nm =4.510m
Fnerey of photon, E=

2c conductjon band and valence Da

or both the bands overlap cach on When
magnet is broken into two rts, then

Maximun torque, tnux P
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. Capacitors JJuF and 6uF are

resultance capacitance,
are in parallel, therefore 15. Given, Aj:A=3:1

R =10
Resistance, R=

=4x10x8x10
32x10N-m

67. Capacitance of a parallcl plate pacitor,
CAACo

d
thcir C'-6+3 = 9uP

Work done in rotating clectric dipole through an

angle 6,
1C

1

Capacitors 4.5 juF and 9uPar in series, therefore

=4 1+2 ung
94.5

their resultantcapacitance,
W Ep(1-cos9)

W180Ep(1-cos180°) = 2Ep

64 x10J
R
1063. Water is a good solvent because its molecules

are polar. Electron affinity of oxygen atom in

water molecule is more, therefore electron pair

of covalent bond gets attracted towards it.

64. Electric field inside a charged spherical shell is

zero. Therefore, electric field at distance rfrom
the centre is only due to change 3g distrbuted
over spheneal shell of radius a.

Electric field inteasity at distance r from the

3

C 3F
V = 12 voltC2 20uF

R = 3062

R R1+R
=10-3040 2

76. Resistance of brass strips, used in Whcatstone
bridge, is not zero at the ends. Error due to this

reason is called end error. To remove this cerror

the known and unknown resistances are

Given,
68. Given, C = 12 pF =12x10712 F,

V = 50 volt
CV

3 x12

36C

.Charge, In series,

Potential energy,U=C
For capacitor of 4.5 uF,

x12x10r12 x(50

3 -8voltcentre 6X10x 2500 interchanged
T7. R = 5Q and R, = 52 resistances are in series.4.5= 1.5 x105J

12. 2uF and 2uF capacitors are in parallel,

C' 2+2 4 uF65. Electic force acting on an electron (F)= Ee

Acceleration produced in eiectro0
a= or s =d+a

69. Given, 7 =4 cm, 2 = 6 Cm

9180pC, g2 =40uC
Capacitances of spheres,

C 4TtEgi, C2 =4 rtE

On connecting the spheres, charge is redistributed

in the ratio of their capacitances.

ww
Rolizu

4pF and C" are in series

R R5100s RC" 4 4

s=0- R
ww

50=9,47TE
47tE C" 2uF

4F and 4 uF capacitors are in seres,
C2 R 3S 102

R and R = 1002 are in parailel
2x4x10x9x10

Sx10x16x107
299x10s

2

9i 80+40)
+3

R10 10*10

R*=

C"
C" 2uF

Now C" and C" are in parallel66. Given, C, = 6uF, C2 = 14uF
V =100voit

Charge on capacitor q=C;V

20
4 = 48 4C

5

Now, R"and R = 32 are in senes

R" 5+5= 1002

Now, R, and R" are in parallel,
C C"+ C"

Charge flown from fist sphere to second
spher

3. Specilic resistance do not depend on the length2+2 4 uF
=6x100= 600uC

Redistribution of charge tukes place in the ratio of
theircapacitances

= 80-48 32uC
70. Initial capacitance of the capacitor,

C-
Cross-section area ofthe wire. Therelore

PI

R1010io
R 52

14.Total
emf= 2x1-4S =2.90V

92 C2 14 7 d P -e D5)
Final capacitance

C=C+C2
K

Charge on capacitor C after ovching and then
removed, al internal resistance of the cells = (2+4) (a5) = 3 V

3x600
43+7 =1804C 79. When cells are in series then emfof

combination inereases.015+ 0i5
0309

80. Given, m = 1g=10 kg

Electrochemical equivalent

Z= L044 x 10 kg/C

Potential at 6aF capacitor, CTentinthefilanent, R+r3AEg (14 K)
C

180
30 volt

6

2d 2.0 .611A
.5+0.30
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0.3x10 f p )3 7 3x10 eno

9x103.6x10
6x10x16«10r1

3.42 x10m 342 cm

Induced emfin 4 sec = lHeat, =34 kcal = 34 x1000 cal

34 x1000 x4.2J
Mass liberated on electrode during electrolysis,

43 (33)
110V-20° C 100

120°C 91. Nct force on a current carryingclosed loop is
always zero, it is placed in uniform magnetíc

95.If coil of inductance L is covered with a

87. Given, n = 25, r = 10 cm = 0,1 m,

I=4A

medium of permeability, then its inductance
becomesLu

96. Induced emf between the two ends of the rod
ficld.

92. Current flowing through the circui

IR+GG
: Required potential, Magnetic ficld at the centre of the coil,

BolB=
2r

91. Give, V =220 volt

f- 50cyclesis

X 50

X= Lo = L-2

6
34x1000x 4.2 x1.044 x10**

10
4Tx10 x 25x4 (2.5+0.5)x10003 2x0.1

= 1.5 volt = 2x 3.14 x 10 A
500

81. Emfofcompletely charged lead accurmulator is

2.2 V.
50= 6.28x10T

88. Magnetic field produced at the centre by lopa
Reading of voltmeter,

V =I xG 50
82. Mass deposited on electrode is given by,

m Zi = 2.5 x1000 5volt
5008, 2 16HGiven, Z =m

93. In a tangent galvanometer,
tan oI

tan611

it=1 98. Given, = V=Vz 10volt

1 sec, then
19g2 (As V)Butgiven

1-2
tan 8 2

tan30 0.1 When C is sherr circuited,

V=V-V
- v1o-10
- 102 voit

tan 60
83. Power of abulb, P= (/3) a24

03 A 99. Incuctance plays no role for DC.

89. Given, I= 10A, B =10 T, l=Im
94. 6 5 +3t+16 : Current in the coil,IRForce acting on current carrying wire is

F= Bllsin6
= 10x10x1x sin 90°

doInduced emf, e= 100. Ina step down ranstormer, low current ofhigh

voltage changes into high current of low

voitage. Therefore, in a step down transformer

d-10J+0]84. When current is pessed through a Sb-Bi
thermocouple, then hezt is produced at the

junction at which currem fiows from Sb 1o Bi

due to Peltier effect.

dt
Induced enmf in 4 s,

= 10 N -10x4-3 -43V curent increases.
90, KE of electron KE = 6x107°J Induced emf in 3 s,

B=6x10 wb/m

9=16x10"C
m=9x10kg

85. Resistance ofthe bulb, R = -10x 3-3=-33V
p

220220 484 Q
100

Radius of circular path,. Power consumed by the bulb
y

P -
R

mV

B
110x1=25W But KI;=mv

484 10/6
2KE

V 9x1086. Thermo emf= 3p V/°C=3x10 V/C
m

Ic 20C
Thermo emf increased to =0.3 mV

0.3x10 y
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An, 2 3b ro

hemistrN-
mL ofH,O2 solution will give=0026Fe1,2 2p, 3 3p', 45, 34*

goat ba Number of unpaired clectrons= 4

Cr 1,22p, 3s* 3p°, 45,345la
..Number of unpaired electrons =6

2Ti1s,2 2p, 3s 3p°,45, 3d2 .
Numberof unpaired electrons =2

2VIs, 2s* 2p, 3s 3p',4s, 3d3

Number of unpaired electrons=3
5. On moving from lett to right along the period

value of gram atomic volume of the element

10001. (a) At principal quantum numbern3
the value of the azimuthal quantum number

7=zero to (n-1), Imay have any one ofthe
three values 0, 1, 2.

Thevalue of the magnetic quantum number
m=-Ito + lincluding zero.
Therefore, when l

On applying,
AH = AE + AnRT 6l
AH = AE- RT

84 mL of O, at NTP
So, the volume strength of 1.5 N H,O, solution
84 volume.

13. The given reaction is 16. Salt formed between strong acid and weak
base, solution of such type of salt is acidiC in
nature.

A 2B 2C + D
2b mol=0,m= 0 7 molInitial

NH,CIis an example of such type of salt.
NH + CI + HO NH,OH+ H* + CI

1.I mol 2.2 moll=1,m =-10,+1
I=2, m=+2,+1,0,-1-2

For any value of m the spin quantum

0

At cquilibrium (-3) 2(6-2x)
Since, CI common on both sides.At equilibrium 0.2 mole of C formed

2x 0.2 mol
x = 0.I mol

NH + H,O NH,OH +Hnumber,shas the value equal to +or-
2 decreases.

6. Size of cation is always smaller that their
parent atom and size of anion is always larger

than their parent atom. So, the sequence ofsize

of given species is

17. Cell constant = 04 cm
Resistance= 40 ohm

Conductivity=ohm

So, this set of quantum numbers is Mole at equilibrium
(1.1-0.1) mol (2.2-0,2)mol 0.2 mol 0.1 molpermitted

(b) This set of quantum numbers is not
permitted because, if the value of lis 2, then
value of mneverbe-3

(c) For n =4,
The value ofl has any one of the four values

0, 1,2,3, therefore whenI=Q m=0
For any value of m, the spin quantum

mol 2 mol 0.2 mol 0.1 mol
Since, volume of container is one litre. Concentration of solution = 0.01 M

T>I> So, active mass of A = ImolL Specific conductivity = conductivity x cell constant

1:031 active mass of C=0.2 mol/L 0
active mass of B=2 molL ohmx04 cm7. The first ionisation potential of Be is higher

than first ionisation potential of B.

8. Due to highly stable electronic configuration
inonisation, potential of inert gas is maxmum.

ofdifference of ionisation potential between

I and II" are maximum it means after loss of

two electrons species has
configuration, so number of electrons present

in valence orbit of such species will be two.

40
Specific conductivity =001 ohm cm

active mass of D = 0.1mol/L
Molar concuctivity = uC conductivity x1000

concentration (molarity)
number shas the value equal to +or

2

On applying law of mass action.
2K.CD Q01x 1000 ohm cm2mol

inert Q0
Ohm!

So, this set of quantum numbers is
permitted.

(d) Forn=F5

The value of/has any one of the five values
g 0,1,2,3,4.

Therefore, when = Q m=0
T For any value of m the spin quantum

g4s

i ot= 102f x01

x[2
Ke = 0.001

14. Solubility decreases in the presence ot
common ions, but solubility product remains

Molar conductiviry = 1000ohm em mol
18. HO on oxidation gives oxygen gas

H.0, 0+2H+2e
19. Maimum work done by the cell W=-nE°F

where, n= number ofelectrons loss or gain

E =standard electrode potential ofcell.

F=lFor 96500 C

W=-2x l.l x96500

Wa-2N2300J

9. AH AE + AnRT
For a reaction in which all the products are liquia

An, Zero

AH = AE Constant.
10.For spontaneous reaction value of A0

always negative.
Note: The free energy change (AG)ofa
photochemical reaction may not benegative

15. We know that,number shas the value equal to +or-
2 Strcngtlh = normality xequivalent weight otH;0

=l.5 x17
Sirength of'L.SN H,0, solution 255 glL.
Now, 68 g of H,0, gives 22400 mL O, NTP

1000J=ikJ}So, this set of quantum numberS is W=-212.3 kJ

20. Let us consider oxidation number of Sis
ln SO,oxidation number of S,

x+(-2)x 3 =

permitted.

2. According to Bohr's, for hydrogen atom 11. AS=f
-eV u25.5gofl1,0, gives 25ml OmE

Where, Asisentropy change of fusion

Al fuenthalpy change of fusio
Since the heat absorbed is equal to thelu

where, n =principal quantum number at NTP

Ion Na Mg* o C3. =8400 mlL of O, at NTP In S,O oxidation number of S

Atomic number 11 12 8 17 heat of fusion.
49,5g ofH,0, are present in 1000 mL. ot

,0 solution.

2 xx+(-2)x4-2
2r-2+810 10 10 18Number of electrons

Electronic configuration of given element is as
meling temperature in degree kelvin

2930J/mol x+3,nce, 1000 mL of H,0, solution geo
8400 ml of O, at NT

follows 300 K

AS9.766J mol K
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2x+(-2) x6=-2

33.
Acetic acid whendissolved in benzer exist as

highestsolubility in water."

26. The sequence of oxIdising nature of halolene
are follows

doubly associated inolecules in benzene due to 37. ASfs fus
hydrogen bonding.

H
m

2x-2+ 12 . K mol
273X=+530

FluorineChlorine > Bromine > lodine

So, chlorine displace bromine from NaBr and
iodine from Nal but it can't displace fluorine

from NaF.

CH-C : fo stb CH21. Given reaction is
3A 2B

1 dA]1 dB]

ASRs 0021978 kJKmoloH-r0
As a result, the experimentally observed value
of the colligaive properties is lower and the
molecular mass is double than the expected

1kJ=1000J
AS=0.021978 x 1000J K mol

21.978 JK mol
3 2 dt

NaF + Cl2 No reaction

2NaBr +Cl2 2NaCl +Br
2Nal+Cl2 2NaCI+1

27. Zinc reacts with very dilute nitric acid gives

a[B 2 diA
dt 3 dt

38. Given,value.
C 75JK mol

34. On applying this relation3101277 o
P

p n+ N

22. For zero order reaction
M baliaot 91.0k or 1000 JRate of reaction=k[4]

Rate ofreaction= k,
So, for zero order reaction the rate of reaclion

C L
m(21

Zinc nitrate and anmmonium nitrate.
[Zn+2HNO, Zn(NO,)> + 2H]x4

HNO + 8H NH, + 3H,0
NH + HNO

4Zn+ 10HNO3 4Zn(NO,)2

where, p-P =1owering or vapourpressure
pvapour pressure ofpure solvent

1000 5.5575 =
tp 5.55 xAT 18
AT 2.4 K

remains same at any concentration of A.

NH,NO23. For the reverse reaction, activation energy can
be less or more than E, for forward reaction.

Itdepends upon nature of reaction.

For exothermic reaction, activation energy for
forward reaction is lower than activation

= mole fraction of solute.
n+4 N

+NH,NO,+ 3H,0

28. All the given ions are isoelectronic. In case of

isoelectronic speciesas atomic number

39. Entropy is the measurement of disorderness as
disordermess increases entropy increases and if
disordeness decreases entropy will decrease.

0.2
10

0.2
) For spontaneous reaction value of free energy

change (AG)is always negative.
energy for reverse reaction.
For endothermic reaction, activation energey

for forward reaction is higher than activation
energy for reverse reaction.

24. Kinetics for first order reaction is

inereases 10nic radil of ions decreases.
So, 7N 0FNa Again, AG=AH TAS

For always negative value of AG, value of AH
should be negative and value ofAs should be
positive,
Negative value of AH indicates exothermic
reaction, and positive value of AS indicates
increase in disordemesS.

P n+ bbux29. It is an ionic crystal of the type A "B, equal

number of cations and anions are missing Trom

their lattice sites so that the electrical neutrality

is maintained, it is called Schottky defect.

0= X [Mole fraction of solute]

2.505 loabt pulo

(ax)
2.303 0.8

30. Pentavalent elements have one excess valenc

electron after forming the four covalent bond

normally formed by germanium. The excess

201 electrons give rise to electrical conductanc
s Called n-type semi-conductors, the synmo

nindicates that the negative charge flowS

40. AGsyaemTASTotal

(a) IfAS = 0,AG = 0, the process is in equilibrium.
b) If AS is positive, AG is negative, the process is

spontaneous.
(c) If AS is negative, AG is positive, the direct

process is non-spontaneous.

From Eqs. () and (i1)

220
02

02.305log4k= 0.2

X, = 0,4
Mole fraction of solute =0.4A2013/A

.
k 2.303x 0.6020 ..1)

Again, them.
41. In electrolysis of NaCl with Pt electrode,

sodium deposited at cathode, platinum doesn't
reacts with sodium.Ifelectrolysis is carried out

with Hg electrode, sodium deposited at

cathode dissolves in Hggives odium

O amalgam. 3
42. AG=-827kJ mol

We know that

2.303,. .7 8 7k= 10 0,225 5.BaCO BaO + Co. AS atoms X are present at the eight corners

tne cube, therefore, number of atoms ot A

* theunitcellx8=1
OCCular weight of BaCO=137+12+ 16 x3

01og 4 a =197u
97 g BaCO, gives 22.4 L C02 atNI
:9.85 g BaCo, gives 9.85LCO, at NTP

2.303
k x 06020 S atoms Y are present at the face centres

1aces of the cube, therefore, number of aton

Y intheunitcell

..11)

From Eqs () and (ii) .Volume of CO, =1.12L
36. The net spontaneous

2.305 0.60202.303 x 0.6020 =
Hence, the formula of compound is X

32. An atom on the face is shared between
Ce's. Hence, contribution of each 'atom on tne

Clccules from the solvent to the solution or

rom a less concentrated solution to a more

Concentrated solution

mole Spontaneous flow of the SOIvent3 AG=nEF {n 4}

-827 x10°J-4 xEx 96500

Semi
"Pertmeable membrane is called osmo

=Ih two unit

# 827 x10
1

B 49650025. Compounds which forms intermolecular
hydrogen bond with water is supposed to be
soluble in water. NH, forms intermolecular

athroug
facc

2 E=2.14 V
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n d-particle emits irom radioactive elementtaIf concentration or B 1s doubled the rate of Ifan o

reaction decreases by a factor of 4 oof reaction =k[2B1
)

e AlF A143F
-log its atomic number decreases by2 unitand mass

43. Ecell mber decreases by 4 unit, If one B-particle
ve element its atomic

At cathode

emits from radioa

umber increases byI unit and mass number
+3e Al(),Given, n =2

At anodeE°=0.295V
0.051ogKe

Dividing Eqs. (i) by (i)

rate ofreaction
4 =

k[2B]"
k[B] 2Al,0+12F 4AIF +60

Co)+ 0 COg)+2e

remains Same.
0.295 = log Ke

2
-2pym-4 Xym-4rate of reaction

-2* (elt)
0.295 X2=log K,S00

55. Copolymers are polymers in which the
repeating structural units are derived from two

C(s)+20 CO,(g) + 4e
(melt)0.059

10 log K

Ke = 1x 100
61. The weight of gold in jewellery is expressed in

carats. It smply implies the number ofparts by
weight of gold in 24 parts by weight of the
alloy.

Pure gold is 24 carats. 18 carat gold means that
it contains 18 parts by weight ofpure gold in
24 parts by weight of the alloy.

n=-2
or more monomer units.

H
44. After passing same amount of electricity equal

gram equivalent of substances deposited or

dissolved.

48. For first order reaction

k2501og
(a-x)

nH-N(CH2),-NH+
O

2nH,02.505n
'/2 (a- al2)

So, gram equivalent of aluminium
nHO-C-(CH2)C-OHgram equivalent ofhydrogen

K

Weight of aluminiumvolume of H2 at STP

equivalent weight

O
Percentageof gold x100242.302 1og2

V2 log 2 CHNCH)11.2L
Percentage of gold = 759%

T Or aluminium
56. Isoprene is a valuable substance for making

synthetic rubber.

nCH=C-CH=CH2

62. Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc. It contains
70% copper and 30% zinc.

63. Except iron all metals are soluble in Hg. The

solution of metal in Hg is called amalgam.

64. Ions which consists of two or more

electronegative atoms of which at least one is

nitrogen and have properties similar to those of

halide ions are called pseudohalide ions. Just

as halide ions have corresponding diatomic

molecules, pseudohalide ions have also

corresponding dimeric molecules. These are

called pseudo halogens and show properties

similar to those of halogens.

4.5volumeof H2 at STP

11.2
In 2 SY

9

Volume of H2 at STP = 5.6L

45. Half-life period of first order reaction is

2.303 x 0.3010

49. d-d transition is responsible for colour of

compound. For d-d transition ions have
H

CH3
[CH2 C=CCH

unpaired electrons in d-orbital. Sc3* has no

3electrons in d-orbital, so d-d transition is not

possible, hence, Sc3* ion is colourless.

...1)1/2
CH3

Time for completion of 90% of a first order
natural rubber

reaction is . Enzymes are globular proteins with high molar

ass ranging from 15,000 to 1,000,000

gmol. However some enzymes are ais0
associated with some non-protein component
Called the cofactor for their activity

8. The reactant gaseous molecules are adsorne
O the surface by these free bonds. nis
celerates the rate of the reaction. ne
distribution of free bonds, on the calay

e1S not uniform. These are crowded at

peaks', cracks' and "corners o
catalyst. The catalyti as is maximumadsorption of reacting morcoe referred toat these spots.
as the active centres.9

log 50. As the size of the lanthanide ions decreases

10 227
from La" to Lu*, the covalent character o

the hydroxides increases and hence, the bas

strength decreases. Thus, La(OH)3 is mos'

basic whereas Lu(OH), is least basic.

51. After losing two electrons Mn gets hal-d
d'-orbital which is very stable. Hence

1onisation enthalpy is maximum for Mn.

k
2.303

90
.(11)

k
22: On dividing Eq. (1) by (ti) we get

1/22.305 X 0.3010
k

eg (CN)>. (SCN;. (OCN);

65. Fluorine liberates oxygen gas from water.

2F+2H,0 4HF +O2

66. All the hydrides of group V elements possess a

lone pair of electrons on the central atom and

thus behaves as Lewis bases. The basic

2.3032 4L90

/20.3010

o S 119003010 "/2 197
ence

S2. Cl2 isstronger reducing agent than Br,
ution character, however, decreases as we move

down the group from NH, to BiH.

67. The strength of an acid depends upon its

degree of ionisation which inturn, depends

upon the bond energy thus, higher the bond

dissociation energy lower 1s the degree of

ionisation and hence, weakeris the acid.

Bond dissociation energies of the. halogen

acids increases in the order

vity due
il 9o.522 K y2 e 2s

46. A catalyst lowers the activation energy, hence

chemical reaction is carried outin laboratory in

the absence of enzyme has different activation

energy than such reaction which is carried out

in human body.

Chlorine replace Br, from the aqueous so

having bromide ion.
These are, therefore, reter

2NaBr + Cl2 2NaCl + Br2

0.69353.1/2

u, Cryolite
is used in the electrolytià extraction of

ation method is used for the puritication
silver.

Half-life period of radioactive
ration

47. Rate of reaction = k[concentration ofreactant]"

Rate of reaction = k[B1

where, n = order of reaction.

doesn't depend upon amount of radioacy

Substances. uminiumto decompose bauxito.
NagAIR 3NaF + AIF

i0) HI<HBr<HCI <HF
So, half-life period remains same.

cryolite
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Percentage ofcarbon=x100964
Percentage of carbon= 37.5%

89. When phenol is distilled with Zn-dust it gives
benzene.

Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2007

77. CHC-CHCH TLDEGi

T

Therefore, strength of the acid increases in the
Percentage of hydrogen=x 100%

OH

order. 54

HF HCI< HBr < HI Percentage or hydrogen = 12.5% Zn-dustH 4CH

68. The molecular formula of bleaching powder is

Ca0Clh
69. Since all the halogens have strong tendency to

accept electrons, they act as strong oxidising

agent.

Percentage of oxygen =x100% distilled
sCH 4

Percentage of oxygen = 50% 90. When alkyl halide reacts with sodium metal in2,3-dimethyl pentane
presence of dry ether to give higher alkane.
Ihis reaction is called Wurtz reaction.78. Gasoline is obtained in the second fraction

the fractional distillation of petroleum

whose boiling point 1s less than fraction of

kerosene oil and heavy oils.

% of element
37,5% 12.5% 50%
37.5 125 50 ry ether

F+2e 2F; E°=+2.87V

91 Cl,+ 2e 2Ci; E° = + 1.36 V

Br+ 2e 2Br; E° =+1.09V

e.g. CH-I+2Na + 1-CH
Methyl iodide

Mole 12 16

Relative number or atoms 3.125 12.5 3.125 CH CH +2Nal
Ethane79. The total number of mono dentate ligands

attached to the central metal ion throuo

coordinate bonds 1S called coordination

number of the metal ion.

Complex
Fe(CN), 1

Fe(CN%1

FeCl ae

Simplest atomic ratio 125 3.125

3.125 3.125 31253 1 2 91. Iodoform is a pale yellow solid melting point
392 K having a characteristic odour. It is
insoluble in water but dissolves readily in
alcohols.

I2 + 2e" 2; E° = +0.54 V

The electrode potential of F2 is the maximum

while that of l; is the minimum. So, F2 is the

strongest oxidising agent while h is the weakest

Oxidising agent.

4

Hence, the empirical formula of compound is
CH,O.

84. [Pi(NH3)sCl2]Br complexon ionisation gives
bromide ion, while [Pt(NH

ionisation gives chloride ion. Hence, both

complexes are related to each other as

Coordination number of Fe

70. Due to absence of "d-orbital oxygen doesn't

show +4 and +6oxidation states.

92. Ethyl alcohol react with phosgene gives
diethyl carbonate which is not poisonous8.6 4 Br2 1Cl2 on

4

71. Electronegativity, volatile nature and oxidising

power decreases on going down the group

from top to bottom. lonic radius increases on

going down the group from top to bottom.

CH-OH+C-ë-Cl+ HO-CHCH,
Ethyl alcoho

80. Structural formula of methoxy methane and

ethanol are
ionisation isomers.

Phosgene
PLONH,),CI, ]Br, [PU{NH,),Cl,1* +2Br

[P(NH),Br,1Cl2 Pt(NH,),Br,1* +2C1

85. Tetra ethyl lead [TEL] is antiknocking

Compound, which increases the octane

number.

CH-CH-OH
C,HO
ethanol

CH-0CH
Molecular formula, C2H,O

Name, methoxy, methane
Functional group-0-

81. Order of stability of carbocation.

(CH,),C(CHs),CH>CH,CH

CH-CHCH,> (CH;), > (CH,),CH°

-2HCI

72. The oxidation number of all the atoms of

different elements in their respective

elementary states and allotropic forms iS taken

to be zero.

-OH
CH-0-C-0-C,Hg

diethyl carbonate
86. There are two isomeric butanes.

73. All alkali metals are soluble in liquid ammonia.

aNa + (x+ ) NH3 Na"(NH,), + e (NH,),
93. Chlorofluoro compounds of methane and

ethane are collectively called freons. These are

further classified on the basis of number of
fluorine atoms present in them.

Example:
CF, (Freon-14)

CFCI (Freon-13)

CECh (Freon-12)

CFCI, (Freon-11)

94. Aldehydes which do not contain an

a-hydrogen atom, treated with concentrated

alkali solution to give alcohol and salt of
carboxylic acid is called Cannizaro reaction.

Example-Benzaldehyde reacts with alkali

(NaOH) to give benzyl alcohol and sodium

benzoate.

CH

ammoniated ammoniated
electroncation CH,CH, CH CHy-CH-CH-CH, CH-C-C

normal butane
Due to presence of ammoniated electrons, sodium

metal in liquid ammonia is a strong reducing

agent.

82. Saytzeff rule "If alternate conditions exiss

nydrogen atom eliminates from such carbon

atom which has minimum number of hyarogcu

H
iso-butane

O ACidic KMnO, oxidised carbon-carbon double

ond only. Hence, formaldehyde willbe
Omed when ethene oxidised by acidc

74. On passing HS in acid medium

Cu precipitated as CuS but Ni*"

precipitated in acid medium.

75. Phenolphthalein indicator is used in the

quantitative estimation of weak acid and strong

doesn't atoms.

KMnO4.
OH

Conc. H2s4
CH3-C-CH,CH,

17
Acidic

CH, +2[0]- 2H-C-Hbase
formaldehyde

are76. 2x vapour density =molecular weight

2x 30 60

Molecular weight of compound = 60

(Empirical formula) xn =molecular formula

12+1x2+ 16) X n = 60

88.Organometallic such2-butano Compounds
ompounds which havecarbon metal bond.

CH-Mg-Br, CHsli 7
Ethyl lithium

CH,CHCHCH
2-butene

83. Weightof organic compound = 64

Weight of carbon = 24 g

Weight ofhydrogen= 88
Weight of oxygen = 64-[248]s a 34B

Methyl magnesium
bromide

n=2 so, (CH,0) x 2 = molecular formula

Molecular formula= CH,O,
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+px+q=0 then another root will be2-3.

CH-C11+2Cu +5011
x loga ylogb zlogc = p

x ,y= andz»loga logb

CH,OH (say)CH (Fchling solution)
Concentratcd

Sum ofrootsP2+ i3+2-iN3 =-pNaOH CH-0+Cu,0 +311.0
logc

From Eq. (), we get

P.
(logb) loga logc

loga logb
logb logc

Benzaldehyde Benzyl aleobol cuprous oxide
(red precipitate) andproduct of roots=

(2+iN3(2-iN3)= 4Note: Aronmatic aldehyde doesn't give positive
Fehling test.

98. The conversion of a primary amide to.

primary amine containing one carbon less than

the original amide on lheating witlh a mixture of

Br: in presence of NaOH is called Hofmann

bromamide reaction.

ONa
4+3 4

97
10. Number of arrangements 4log, a = log.b

Sodium benzoate .
6. Given, y=X-X*+x-x+. 24

11. Here, n = 20,95. CH,ONa + Br-CH,
CH-0-CH, + NaBr yF

1+x then the middle term is - i.e. 1Ith term.
This reaction is called Williamson's synthesis.

Note: When sodium alkoxide reacts with alky

halide to give symmetrical and unsymmetrical

ether, such reaction is called Williamson's

synthesis.

t yx =*

R-C-NH + Br + 4NaOH> R-NH,
+2NaBr + Na,CO,+ 2H,0

x(1- y)= y T T0-1c 20C
10

12. Here,, (2n-1)99. LiAIH, Zn + HCI and Sn + HCI all these are

reducing agent.96. Diethyi ether on heating with concentrated HI

to give ethyl iodide.

CH-0-CH, +2H1 20H+ H,O

Diethyl ethe
97. When aliphatic aldehyde is heated with

Fehling's solution, to give a red precipitate of
cuprous oxide.

100. Aldehyde on reduction gives primary alcohol,

in this reaction nunmber of carbon atoms in

aldehyde and alcohol remain same.

1. We know that, if the roots of the equation
ax+bx + c=0are a and ß, then the roots ofthe

equation ca + bx+ a = 0will be and 2n! (2+1)!
Ethyl iodide T 2n! (2+)!

8. We know that,R-HLiAIH,/ethe
R-CH2-OH24) a+ib= Wd+b+o

Mathematics -
a+ bo + co

a+ ba+ CO

o(a + ba@ + co°)
1. arg (e)+arg (E)

:N-47+ i8/3 :N47+-47arg ()-2rg ()I:rg (E)=-arg(:)}| w(a + b0+ CO)

= 0
=5+ I 3 + 21

2. Let b=b +ibh and z=2+2 W473+(6¥ +47
13. Given, matrix 2 4 8is asingular

L3 10
bz + bz =e =0 + =-1

(b-ib) +i)+ (bj + ibt-)=c
ba +iba-ib + bgat bjzaibjp

ibz+ b=C

4. The gven series IS V49-47)+i49+47)-l+ia3 marx
3+8+13+ 18t

Here, a= 3,d = 8-3 =5
Let nth tem be 498, i.c. 7, = 498

Fa+(n-I)d
498 3+0n-1)5

t 3 +2
2 4 8

L.et one root is 1+ i4/3, then another rootot the

lred equation will be 1-i43
of roots = I+ i43+1-i43 2
ANd produet ofroots (l+ i4v3)(l-4N)

2bz+ 2b25C
b4 tb2

Which is an cquation of straighi line. Therefore,

the given cqualion represenis a straight Jine.

at bo + 2 at bo + cw
3.

n-J= = 99
5

1(40-40)-3(20-24)+(+ 2)(10-12)=0

12-2-4=0=l+ 48= 49
us, required equation is

Sm ofroots).+ (product ofroots)=

-2x+49 0 u4

b+ co+ a c+ at9 + bo 2A 8
t5n= 100

at bo +co

bo +c0 +a
5. Given, x, y and z are in GP,

c +aw + bo y= Xrand z =xr
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t:i tanß =

BD 2h

1 1 zo
tan=

1+x1c
11 1+

co-co ptan 1+x
14

and in
AABE,

AB h

tan RE3h hsair716. V3cos6+ sin0 = V2

cos+sin
Applying RiR1+ R2ts

1 ieitanY 2
2 2

sincose+ sincos tan Hence,sin(cot' (cos (tan" x)}}=2+I+.=XY

Required sum or angles = d +B+7
I

20. Let the required ratio be.:1.aes
For Y-axis, z-coordinate =0

.x1+1xB)-0
+tan tanE4

+n + (-1"

=n+(-1* + tan" i-3 =0

i=3tan
Hence, required ratio is 3: 1.

21. The given lines are
7x-8y+5 =0
3x-4y+5 =0
4x+5y+k =0

17. We know that,
+tan (0)C S(s-c) -a)s-)

CO2G-a)(s-b) V6-a)-b
A ..0)Applying CC;-C, andCC3-C .11)

s(s-c)= (s-a)(s-6)] and ...111)

These lines are concurrent, f19. Let 6 = tan "x
Cot45° -8tan = X

3 504 5
2C=90°

18. In AABC,

74k-25)+8(3k-20)+ 5(15+16) = 0

-28k-175+24k-160+15501+
4k 180

k- 45

22. The given lines are

-N=5
and 3r+ y=7 1Cos6=

Slope offirst line, m, =-

Ao sin[cot {cos(tan )}Iar-h and slope of second line, m=V3sin[cot{cos 0}] S- 3n m xm x(-3)=-1
Btan= =1

BC
Stn cot!

:The angle between the lines is 90°.

23. Let the vertices of a triangle ABC are

A(0,0), B(3,4) and C (4,0)

The equation of line passing through B and

perpendicular toAC is

Letan=tan = cot

sin

Now, in AABD

X+ZA
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a0. Given the ratio of gradients of the lines29.resented by ar+ 2/hy+ by =0is 1:3.

26. Given equation of pair of straight nes is

ab(-+(-)y==0
abx-aby+a'y-bry=0
abx + a'y-aby-bxy=0
ax (bx + ay)-by(ay+ bx) = 0

(bx+ ay)(ax-by) = 0

bx + ay= 0 or ax -by= 0

r-4)t-3)0 Let minanam3m
x=3 ...i)

mi +m2 --
band the equation of line passing through A and - P(16,7)

perpendicular to BC is

4-3-0)A 0
27. Given equation of pair of straight lines is

+sin*a = (r cos B- ysin8)?
x (sin a-cos*0)+ y'(sin'a - sin'o)

+2xysine cos6 =0

yA .i) 2b Area of quadrilateral PpCR i3

=2 area of APQC
and m2bOn solving Eqs. (1) and (ii), we get fet0hg 2xxPQ xQC

2
X =3 and y=-

4
Sm=

159On comparing this equation with

ax+2hxy+byt = 0 we get
Coordinate of orthocentre is (3,3/4).

24. The equations of given lines are17.! J

X+5y+7=0
and 3x+2y-5=#0
On solving Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get

X=3,y-Z

From Eqs. (1) and (11), we get

75 squnit.
32. Let(a,0)be any point on the circle x*+ y a.

t.Then, the equation of chord ofcontact from
(a,0) tothe circlex + y=b°is

a sin a- cos 0, b= sin*a - sin e
..i) h sin6 cose

Let 0 be the required angle.
an 2/-ab

and 4
3ab a0y=b

ax-b 0

this chord of contact touches the circlex+ = d
Radius of circle = Length of perpendicular from

The point of intersection of lines (i) and (ii) is

2).
8= tan h*: ab = 4 :3

b(3,-

The equation of line perpendicular to,u
7x+2y-5=0is

30. Given, r* - 7x + 6=0
sin cos 0 (sin a - cos 0)

(sina sin0)
(r-1)(r- 6) = 0

-1=0 and r-6=0i0a.i)2r-7y+=0
This line passes through the point (3,-2).

23)-7(-2)+ =0
6+14+=0

e Centre
= tan-

Sin - cos"6 + sin *a - sin -14 y+40 0and
a

(-4(r- 10) = 0 i aa
6 acA-20 -4 = 0 and y- 10 =0

.The coordinates of opposite vertices of a

diagonal are (1, 4) and (6, 10).

sin cos0 - sin"a + sin'asin*0 a,b,c are in GP.
On putting the value of A in Eq. (ii), we get

33. Given equation of circle is
i

ia + =4
whose centre is (0, 0) and radius is 2. The equation

ofline parallel to x + 2y+3 = 0is
xt2y+ =0

+sin a cos"6- cos 6 sin*8

2sina 1

2x-7y-20= 0
tan -

Which is required equation of straight line.

25. Let the required point is (h, k) This point lies

on the line x + y=4

The equation of a diagonal is a straight line

passing through (1, 4) and (6, 10), which is

..) 2sina- sin a) (y-4)-a-)h+k=4 This line will be tangent to the circle, if length of
perpendicular from centre = Radius of circle

0+0+2
144

6-= tanand the distance of the pont (h, k) from the line

4x+3y=10 is unity.

4h+3k-10
V4+3

cOS 20 5y-20 6x ontalk3,
tan"Itan 20= 20 6r-5y+14 = 0

S1. The equation of given circle isS28. The equation of pair of straight lines jou

the origin and the point of intersection

y=2W2x+cand x+y =2 is

of t2/5
x+-2x-4y-20 0

whose centre is (1, 2) and radius is 5.
Length of tangent,P2

4h+ 3k-10 t 2On putting the value of in Eq. (), we get

X+2yt 2/5 =0 x+2y= t2vN5

4h+ 3k = 15
34. The equation of circle with centre (2, 2) and

radius ris
-2+(-2=

This circle passes through (4, 5)

and 4h+ 3k = 5 ..ii)
On solving Eqs. (1) and (1), we get

h=3 and k=1
cr+ )=2(y+ 8r-4/2)
(16-+(2-)-8/2y=0

=V16+7-2x16-4x7-20,T
=305-80

and on solving Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get = /225 = 15 (4-2)+5-2) =r
T the lines represented by above equationa

perpendicular to each other, then
16-+2-d =0

-9=0

h=-7 and k =11

The coordinates of required points are (3,1) and
(F7,11)
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4+9=
13

39. Given cquation of cllipse is

4x+9+8x+36y+ 4 =0

According to the question,

4 -4k--3h
4+2+ 1)+9( +4)+ 4) = 4+ 36-

Point (h, k) lics on the byperbola,

3h-4k'= 12

r=
On putting the value ofr in Eq. (i), we get

-2)+r-2)"= 13

-4x+4+ -4y+4 =13

r+-4x-4y-5 =0

Which is the required equation of circle.

Coordinates of tequired point arc (5,-1,1)
46. Given equations oflines are

1+.2-2
5

4

4k= 12 fromFa,(6)
9Hcre, a= 9 and b=4

16k- 12k' =12*31h Desi
k=33ket3

Eccentricity = ,

and

35. Given cquation of circle is
Let 9be the angle between these lines.

On putting this value of k in Eq.(i), we get

t12- 3h h=4 i. cos4-221+ 52+4 x(-3)
425+16 11+4

r+-4x-67+11 =0o

whose centre is (2, 3).

Let another end of diameter be (h.k)

-2 nd 3
40. The cquation of parabola is

8x
Therefore, cquations of tangents are

y-Xt1 cos=0
9 90

47. Given equations of planes are

Z y+= 6
y+2 =3

Let & be the angle between these planes.

cos g i+-)x1 I«2 3

whose extremities of latusrectum are (2, 4) and

(2,-4)and vertex is (0, 0).

Let the equation of circle be
43. Given lines can be rewritten as

h=1 and k=2
.Coordinates of another cnd of the diameter are

++2gx +2f+ c=0
which passes through (0, 0), (2, 4) and (2,-4).

/2 1/3
and1, 2)

36. Let (h, k) be the centre of the circie.

(-3+(k+2) =(k+2

-6h+9+k+ 4k+4=+4h+4+ **

t 10h-4k =9
and (h,k) lies on the line 2x-j-3 =0

2h-k-3=0

Direction ratios of lines are -1and
C

4g+8f=-20 respectively.

and 4g-8f=-20 ..iv) 60
Let 0 be the angle between given lines.

On solving Eqs. (ii) and (iv), we get

8-5 andf = 0

On puring these values in Eq. (i), we get

-10r
=

0

48. We know that, the ratio in which ¥Z-plane

divides the line joining the points ( ))
2 6

On solving Eqs.i) and (ü), we get

3= and k=5
cos

and e, ) is-
41. We know that, the eccentricity of the

rectangular hyperbola is v2.

Given distance between directrices = 10

24 10

Ratio in which YZ-plane divides the line

joining the points (2,4,5)and (3,5,-4) is
cos 6= 0

0 90° oELo al
0 90

Radius of circle =

44. Given lines are
36

49. Ifa. Band y are the angies which a straight line

makes with the positve direction of the axes,

then,

e
Therefore,equation of circle is 10x2-5

2 and

cos a+cos*B+cos*y=l

-sin a+1-sin p+l- sin Y=l.
sin' a+ sin*p+ sin^ y =2

. Distance between foci = 2ae
These lines are at right angle.

-*+++f+36+12ym1 = 2x 5/2 x 2 -3) x (34)+ 2k +2*(-)=0
-9% +2 - 10=020++3r+ 12y+2 =0

50. Let 4(, D, B(-1,-1) and C(-V3, V3) are the

vertices of a AABC.
42. Given equation of hyperbola is

37. The circle +2gx +2fy+c=01ouches the
X-axis, 5, Given equation ot line is

A8= y(-1-(-1- =/8 =2/2

BC 3 +1+W3 + 1)? =2/2

CA +v3+(1-3 =2/2

AB BC CA

AABCis an equilateral triangle.

(Say)
The equation oftangent at Pth, k)1s -6t r

438. Given equation of parabola is

-8y COordinates ofany point on this lune s

r+6,-1, 4r - 3)
4 3 and

a=2Here,
End points of latusrectumare (-2a,-a) and
(2a,-a) i.e. (4,-2) and (4,-2)

4
The intercept on X-axis = his point lies onthe plane x *

t6--4r+3=3and intercopt on Y-axis =
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-1-2k= -î +1+2k

cD i+10+ 10k+5i -41+2

6 +6+ 12k

6( ++ 2k)

51. Thepoint on the line
58. Ja xb/+/a b2

=lafjbf'sin*0+laf|bf cos

=laP|bf
=(aa)(bb

50, Given, a =2i -ój-3k and b 41+3-k

(say)

3
-=r

1

andis (3r+ 5,-rt7,r-2 Invetse of f)=log.
This point lies onT=

-36 59. 62. Given, s)=*and gt)=if+1
3r+ 5+3 +7-3_r20

4 Hence, AB||CD axb=|2 -6 -3

4 3-
-36
3r+ 8+4-8 54.Let a-(b+c)=0

-36 a-b+ac=0
Similarly, b-c+ca =0

a:b+b:C=0

g(0)
=0+1l

and S{g-1)}= S{(-+1}
S)

=i(6 + 9)- i-2+ 12)+ k{6+24)

and = 15i -10j + 30k
-2r+ 8=r-8

On adding Eqs. (1), (11) and (1ii), we get

2(a b+ b-c+ca)= 0

Now, Ja +b+c] = |af+ |bf+ IcP?

+2(a b+bC+¢

and a x b=V225+ 100+ 900

=1225= 35
3r=116 2-1

3 Hence, unit vector perpendicular to a and b

a xb
x b

15i-10j+30k

Coordinates of the intersection point are
from Eq.(V))

16+5,7-2ie21 =9+ 16+ 25= 50
63. lim.

la+ b+c = 5V2

55. Let a =2i + 3j-2k and b= i +2j + 3k

h
52. Given equation of line is

-2y+l_2-2
4 12

35

3-2+6k
.Projection of a on b =

b X+h-X
limh-0h(lx+h+vz)4x-Z=6

(2+ 3-2k)-+2j+ 3k)

1+4+9
60. Given, a=i+j+k, b=2î -4k

c=i+ 2+3k
+6

4
and h+h+)and 3y+ 3 =z-2 2+6-6 2 Since, these vectors are coplanar.

Z-5 by
3

V14 14 imk~0(Vx+h+wx)
2 04 =0
1
1(42) 1(6+4)+ 1(22)=0

4-10+ 2
=0

I56. Let position vector of point C is r.

4 AC = 3AB
32 +18-4z + 20+ 12 r-a =3(b-a)

r=3b-2a
64. limcOSG-2sin 0

0 30+ tan12

llz= 60-38
112=22 12

10:5 Sin57. Let a and bbe the adjacent sides of a
Scos-

parallelogram.
a =i-2j+3k and b=2i +i-4kx=2, y= -1 tan 8

61. Let y= +2 Jt-
.Coordinates of point of intersection of line and

plane is (2,-1,2)
Hence, distance between (-1,-5,-10)and

(2,-1,2)
Now, axb=|1-2 e+e"

6+ ax,x<0
65. Given, )b(-1}x202 41

=e+1+ (-1+ 5+ (2+10
=9+16+ 144 13 9|32

53. Given position vectors of A,B, C and D are

=i(8-3)-i(-4 -6)+ k(0t4)

F5i+10+ Sk

e-e+e+ey-2+1
-e-e-e"y-2-1

2e
-2e y3u.!

Atr=0
lim 0+10)

h
RHD = lim

Area of parallelogram=la xb
= 25+100+25

F150= 5V6
bh-1-B0)2i+3+5k,i+2+3k,-si+4-2kand

i+10+10k

1211
lim

h0
2x los3-
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b(h - 2h)+ b-b
lim
h0

+3 2+1)
3 x12a+5 12-18

= 0+sin 20-2sin6

1669. Given, y'=r
Taking log on both sides, we get

log = ylog *

On diffcrentiating w.r.t. X, we get

1dy+ log

= lim b(h-2)=- 2b

f0-h)-Js0)
35=
48

9+ sin9cos-2sin 0

cosx+(1-x) (Wx -2)+ c

LHD= lim
14.

Given,y-*+3x+9x - 27

d=- 3x2 + 6x +9

and
17. Let/-logt*Jl+2)

b-alhim
dx

Putlog1+)=t d =dt
VI+2Since, it is differentiable at r= a =- 6x + 6-logLHD = RHD and dx

d'ya=-26 dy(1-rlogx) Formaximum slope put 0
dxHence, option (d) is satisfied.

2r-166. Let y+5
-6x +6 0 =l

x(1-ylogx)= Maximum slope- 2i As
+5y=2r-1
xU-2)=-(6+)

Sy+1
70. Given, cos (+ ) = vsin x

On differentiating w.r.t. x, we get

sin'-Cos d18. LetI =2snzco5šx
=-3+6+9=12

sin + COS ) {stn- cos ) dr
(sin+ cos xf -2sin"xcosix

2- -sinr+1 ycos r+ sin x2
ar

75. Let ()= ax + bx+c

Inverse of fr)=2
2- So)=+ CA

(sin+cos") (sin"r-cos"x)

sin'r+cosz 2sin rcosI-2sin x cosxsin x+sin(r + 1)} =-sin (r+ )- ycosx dr
fx) is a polynomial. Then, S() is differentiable

A

67. Let y tan Sin (r+ )+ ycosx in R.

1-1- f0) = c sin+cos) (sin"x--cos a)
sin x+ sn (x + )

()=4+24,-20at 50+ bcC
_

f *2TT 6
Putx= cos29

71. Given, y=21-9x*+12r-6
= 6x2-18x+12

and

-1 +cos28 +1-cos29
= tan = J(sin'r - cos'r) d

= (sin z - coas ) (sin x - cos x) dr

cos 2xdr

(2a + 3b + 6c= 0)

I+cos 29-1-cos29
S0)= S) = 0

These exist atleast one point in between 0 and I

Such that f'x) = 0 or ax* + bx +c=0 for some

xe(0,1

cos8+sin8 "y 1S monotonic decreasing.
= tan Tcos sin6 d0

dx sin2xc
tan 6x-18x+12 <0

-3x+2<0 79. Leti=sinx+sin2x)76.Let =f-r
(x-1)(x-2) <0

<x<2 Putx = cos0 and dr = - 2sin Ocos8 dd
sinx2sin.r.cos.r

72. Sr) ={x | is not differentiable al x=0 n u

interval (-1,1).
Rolle's theorem is not applicable.

I[Cos(2sin Ocos 8)dd
I+cos0

dx

sinx(l+2cosx)
SinxdrSin2

2sincoscos0dd13. Given, Sx)=r'-6ax+ 5x

SO)=1-6a + 5 = 6-6u
S2)= 8-24a + 10

= 18-24a

-cos)0+ cosa) (+ 2cos)
x(2x+3

x+
Taking log on both sides, we get

coy2 0
Sin

2
68. Given, y=

Put cus.r ztand sin.r dr = --dt
dt

and

Also, r) = 3x* - 12ax +5
By Lagrange's Mean Value theorem

-4 sin cos Od0
2

I-Ia-D(+D0+ 20)

logylog+ 21og(2x+3)-log(r+1)
-2( cos0)cosOud

So)=12)-10
2-1

61-1) 2(1+1) 3(+21)J
On differentiating w.r.t. x, we get

2

3-12ax + 5= 18-24a-6+
=12-1Ba
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8.

Thesecond orde differentialequation is

2/ -log2-log yy+ Sinx revi
3. Required probability= P(A speaks truth and B

The given dirrerential equation is

ay.
tells alie)

+P(A tells a lie and B speaks truth)89.I-log2 ige= P(A) P(B) + P(A) P(B)log (-cosx) +log (+ cOsx) dx

which is a linear differential equation.

P and Q=1
83. LetI , cos°x dr

log (1+ 2cosx)+ c
3

I00
fo)= cosx, then Here, x+x 4

Let
80. s)")- f"ME} d 4St-x)=- cos'x,

- S)
IF

= =e og 3+4
20

Hence, required solution is

yIF) = ](F)Qdr + c
Jcosxdk =0

= S08)-Jso&)d*
s)- S)+]S)L) dr

20

84. The area bounded by tne Coordinate axes an

the curve y= loge X is *o.

94. There are 366 days in a leap year, i.e. 52weeks
and 2 days and there are following possibilities
of two extra days.

2sSun, Mon), (Mon, Tue), (Tue, Wed). (Wed, Thu),

(Thu,Fri),Fri,Sat), (Sat, Sun)

n(S) = 7 and n(E) = Number of Friday or

- 1dx +c y

8S. Leti= Odt=-J)d y=xlogeXt i nig
81JIsin zjde-2/, sin'rdr

90. The given differential equation is

dyPut t=-x and dt =- dr
-2x3X1x (1-x)- ay=1

4 x2 2 dx 22 Saturday

dy y =-
n(E)

Hence, required probability
n(S)

[n-1) (a 3).,1fnis even
which is a linear differential equation.T 921

n{n-2). 2tn is even

2 sin"xdr(-1)n-3)..1,Ifn is odd

95. The relation between the correlation
86. The given differential equation is

y dr +(1+*) tanx dy=0

yar- (1+ x*) tan"x dy

P= coeficient rand the regression coefficients b
and b 1S

Here,

Tnn-2). IF= eP
log ( - 96. Given, 7=y=0,2y=12, o, =2,o,3

82. Let I=Jlogsin xdr ..) and n=10
log tanx + logy=1Og©sdt ta 34491. Required probability = 6

Coeficient of correlation,

log si-a ytan x =C a
87. The given differential equation is pl

a2x
12+12

42 U AI=J logcosx dr .1)
24 124

On adding Eqs.() and (i), we get

2 Jlog2sinx cosx - Iog2%d

ax
42 7i28. 10

2. Required probability = 1-P (no head) 2x3
12

R/2 T/2
2 Jo log sin 2xde-J log24 logy= x* + logc 10x6-1-

= 0.2
5R/2 152-Jlog sinx de-Jo log2d e =116

2 logsinx dr- log2x182 y=ce
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99. The region satistied by give constraints

olvedPaper 2006
2i

given in the adjoining figure.
Conclusion

hattisgarh PELS0)= 0-0+1 The root of

the equation

lies in the

interval (0,:

X=01
=1>0 x+y 10

S)=1-5+1
-3<0 Chhattisgarh Pre-Engineering Test.

=05S05)= (0.5) Theroot ofthe

S(0.5)
+1/equationlies in

L375<0/the interval

-X

2x +3y 18

Physics

5. If the input is given between A and C, then the

Output at the ends of R will be
ICo.0.5)

S(0.25)= (0.25)* The root is in

the interval0.5+0 1. The value of current/ in the circuit will be

Which shows that there is no maximum value of

z = 4x t 2

100. The shaded region shows the area satisfied h
the given constraints.

9et83-Y

2 -5(0.25)+1
F0.234<0 0,0.25).

2A 1A, 1.3A AAa=025
2 0.25+0 f(0.125) = (0.125) The root is in

- 5(0.125) +1>0 the interval

0. 125, 0.25)

KX 2 Input

E3 )

(a) 1.7 A 5 (6) 2.1 Ao-l1e (

)3 A

2. Two plane mirrors are inclined to each other at

angle 60°. Ray incident on first mirrorparallelto

the second mirror becomes parallel to first mirror

after reflection. Angle of deviation is

30
) 90

o25 0.12 0.25 (d) zeroq otRequiredroot=
2 6) half rectified

(d) None of these
(a) fully rectified

(c) A

6. If the acceleration-displacement graph of simple

harmonic motion of a particle is given, then the

time period of the particle will be

0.375 B (20,20)
2 t(0,30)

= 0.1875

x+2y=6098.
r 0 0.25 0.50 0.75

S)0 |0.0625 0.2500 0.56251
(6) 60°

(d) 120° A itod40
(0,0) O (40,0) A

a (m/s2)

3. The equivalent capacitance of the circuit will be

1.5uF

H dm)aJod-H0+ )+201 + »+ 3)] The given function is 3x + )a

AtO (0,0),
At A(40, 0), =3(40)+0 = 120

AtB(20, 20),

At C(0,30),
. Maximum value ofu is 140 at B(20, 20,

3u 23uF

K=0 .

0+1+2(0.0625+02500 +0.5625]

3(20)+ 4 (20) = 140

=0+4(30) =120= 0.125[1+ 175] 1.5uFwsd i198te (a) 21t

(c) 4T0.125 x 2.75 (d) ST

(b)3uih lt(a) 1 uF

)9uF 7. Figure shows four, p¥ diagram for the given

sample of gas. In which case no exchange of heat

occurs with the sample?

= 0.34375
(d)4uF

If the equivalent capacitance between A and 513

, then the value of C will be:Tt
C

2uF24T
24 i ,

B (b)2(a) P
(c)R ies(d)HSD

(a) 2uF (b) 4 isseipd
A
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